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BEATRICE D. ROSEBROCK, Editor-in-Chiel • A. MARIE MURPHY, Business Manager 
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BAKER, JONES, HAUSAUER, INC. 
DISTINCTIVB COLLEGE ANNUAU 
BUFFALO, N. y, 
1932 
pUBLisHED FOR 
OF 1932 DUATING CLASS 
STATE TEACHERS COLLE, 
F o R E we R D IN MEMORIAM 
I N this, the twenty-first volume of TH E ELM 5, the WALTER PLATT COOKE Died August 4, 1931 
Member 01 Local Board 01 Managers 
starE of 1932 has endeavored to preserve the hap- • 
MAJOR JOHN M. SATTERFIELD Died February 5,1932 
penings of the Arst complete year in our new college. 
Vice -President 01 Local Board 
• 
During that time, we have seen the transfer of old 
HERMAN J. MAGEE Died December 26/1931 
Director 01 Teacher Training in New York State 
• 
elms to a new setting; of old customs to an expanded 
MARGUERITE MARY DE LANY Died February 3, 1932 
Sixth Grade CritiC, School 38 
environment. For that student body, which will consider 
• 
MARGARE T ROSS Died February 6, 1932 
our new customs as traditional, the StarE records the Freshman in Home Economics Department 
• 
pictures of their establishment. 
"TO LIVE IN HEARTS WE LEAVE BEHIND-IS NOT TO DIE" 
• 
L 
DEDICATION 
TO 
CHARLES C. ROOT 
who for fourteen years has served as counselor to 
student body and facultYI and who has assisted 
enthusiastically in the growth and development of 
our collegel we sincerely dedicate this volume of 
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CAMPUS VIEWS 
On the banks of old Scajaquada 
Stands the home of S. T. C. 
Mofl majefltc in its meaning 
As it beckons you and me. 
, , 
I 
May we grasp the opportunity 
That it offers day by day, 
Learning truths of life's great lessons 
That shall aid us on our way 
May we climb to heights unheard of 
In our efforts to unfold, 
Mindful ever of the meanin~ 
ALMA MATER - new and old 
Alma Mater, may thou guide us 
As the brook beside thy lawns, 
To the lake and far off ocean 
Where the daylight ever dawns 

DR. HARRY W. ROCKWELL, A.B., A.M., Pn.D. 
President of College 
Committee of Deans 
CHARLES ARTHUR MESSNER 
A.B., A.M., PHD. 
Professor of Latin 
CHARLES C. ROOT 
B.PD., M.PD., A.B., A.M. 
GEORGE B. N~UMANN 
A.B., A.M., PHD. 
Professor of Sociology 
Head of Education Department and 
Director of Curricular Organization 
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CATHERINE E. REED, B.A.) M.A. 
Dean of Women 
I' 
Rosamond alief Abate 
B.S. in Education 
Assista.nt Librarian 
Grace A Allen 
B.S., M.A. 
Assistant Director 
of Tra.ining 
in K indergarten' 
Primary Department 
Gertrude M. Bacon 
B.S., M.A 
Professor of Elementary 
Education 
H. Arnold Bennett 
A.B., AM. 
Instructor in Government, 
&onomics dnd History 
Charles ll. llradley 
B.S. 
Pyofessay of Art Education 
Director of Art Department 
Homer A. Bruce 
AB.,M.A. 
Instructor in Education 
24 
Clinton B. Burke 
Instructor in Woodwor~ing 
Myrtle V. Caudell 
B.S., M.A 
Director and Professor 
Home &onomics 
Depll'Ytment 
Luella Chapman 
Instructor in ,Penmanship 
Josephine Choate 
Substitute Instructor in 
Home Economics 
Department 
Marion A Clark, AB. 
Financial Secretary 
Mary C. Clark, R.N. 
College Nurse 
of 
Stephen C. Clement 
B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Educa.tion a.nd 
Director of Extension 
Harry W. Curtin 
Superintendent of Buildings 
Rosamonde Doucet Cyr 
B.S. in Education 
Instructor in Foods and 
.i\Zutrition 
Stanley A C.urles 
B.P.A 
Art Instructor 
Marion P. Dana 
B.S. , M.A. 
Instructor in Kindergarten-
Primary Department 
Pauline Delalnater 
Stenographer 
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Robert O. DeMond 
AB., M.A 
Head of History 
Department 
Jane L. Di Adario 
Stenographer 
John Fontana 
B.S. in Education 
Instructor in Metal 
Wor~ing 
Raymond M. Fret. 
B.S., AM. 
Assistant Professor of 
Science 
Anna M. Gemmill 
B.S. , M.A 
Acting Head of Science 
Department 
Mina S. Goossen, B.O.E. 
Instructor of Oral 
Expression 
I 
I! 
Kathryn S. Graham 
Secretary 
Frances G. Hepins-tall 
B.S. 
Librarian 
Oscar E. Hertzberg 
B.A., M.A., PHD. 
Head of Psychology 
Department and 
Director of Research 
Mrs. Carolyn W. Heyman 
Instructor in Art 
David Reid Hodgin 
A.B., A.M. 
Instructor in English 
Ruth Elliott Houston, B.A. 
Professor of Health 
Edu.cation 
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George E. Huckins 
Instru.ctor in Printing 
Edna W. Hurd, B.M. 
Instructor in Music 
Anne M. Hutzler 
Stenographer 
Faye Keever 
B.S., M.A. 
I nstru.ctor in Textiles 
Clothing 
Ida L. Kempke 
PD. B., A.B., A.M. 
Professor of English 
and 
Isabel Houck Kideney 
A.B. 
Registrar 
Mary Louise McMahon 
B.S. 
Instructor in M lisie 
George Mor Ian 
B.A., M.A. 
Acting Head of Vocational 
Department 
Edward L. Morrice 
B.S. in Education 
Instru.ctor in Industrial 
Education 
Eileen Mulholland 
PH.B., M.A. 
Assistant Professor in 
English 
May C. Nye 
A.B., M.A. 
Instructor in Foods and 
).{utrition 
Mildred K. Patti 
Stenographer 
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Ruby Peek, B.S., M.S. 
Instructor in Art 
Irving C. Perkins, B.S. 
Director of Vocational-
Industria·/ Department 
Joseph F. Phillippi 
A.B., A.M. 
Professor and Head of 
Mathematics Department 
Chester A. Pugsley 
B.A., M.A. 
Professor of Elementary 
Schoul Administration 
George M. Quackenbush 
B.S., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of 
Vocational Education 
Mary Rindone 
B.S. in Education 
College Bool( Store Manager 
Gertrude E. Roach, R.N. 
Instructor in Physical 
Education 
M. Catherine Roberts, B.E. 
Acting Head of 
Geography Department 
Jennie Robson, PD.B. 
Instructor in Math.ematics 
Winifred E. Salom, B.S. 
Instructor in Health 
Education 
Margaret A Shadduck 
B.S., M.A. 
Clothing lnstructor 
Mildred L. Sipp 
B.S., M.A. 
Anistant Professor of 
Home Economics 
Department 
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Ruth E. Speir 
Assi"ant Professor of 
Music 
Harry ]. Steel 
B.A., M.A 
Di'rector of cr raining 
John Melvin Thurber 
AB., PH.D. 
Professor and Head of 
English Department 
Charles A Vail 
B.S., M.A. 
Instructor in Science 
Grace Viele, B.L. 
Reference Librarian 
Walter B. Weber 
B.S. in Education 
Instructor in Electricity 
Eleanor M. Gover, B.S. 
Sixth Grade, 
School of Praceice 
Irene Hirsch 
B.S., M.A 
Instructor in Kindergarten' 
Primary Methods 
Mary L. Jamison, B.S. 
Kindergarten 
Sehool of Practice 
Martha G. Metz, B.S. 
First Grade, 
School of Praceice 
Mae O'Brien, B.S. 
Fourth Grade, 
Sehool of Practice 
Stella O'Reilly 
Fifth Grade, 
School of Practice 
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T heresa A Roehsler, B.S. 
Second Grade, 
School of Practice 
EIi"beth Bird Small 
Critic of English and Latin, 
Junior High Department of 
Sehool of Practice 
Ella M. Smi th 
'Third Grode, 
Sehool of Practice 
Marguerite Stock berger 
AB., M .A 
Critic in Junior High 
Department of 
School of Practice 
M. Melvina Svec 
B.A., M.A. 
Instructor in Geography, 
Junior High Department of 
School of Practice 
Agnes Agnitch 
Th,rd Grade, Sehool 38 
Mary L. Darker 
Second Grade, School 38 
Lena Denecke 
Sixth Grade, School 38 
Mary], Doe 
Fourth Grade, School 38 
Edna R. Gardner 
Geography, School 38 
Ethel H. Herlan 
Il.S., M.A. 
First Grade, School 38 
Charlotte M. Moore 
Seventh Grade, School 38 
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Mary E. Roberts 
B.S. in Education 
Fifth Grade, School 38 
Frances M. Rudell 
First Grade, School 38 
Edna M. Shaw 
Kindergarten, School 38 
Elm. R. Smith 
Third Grade, School 38 
Ine. E. Stebbins 
B.S. in Education 
First Grade, School 38 
Marion R. Wakeman 
B.S. in Education 
Sixth Grade, School 38 
) 
MARGARET DUPRE 
Instructor in Science 
HELEN G. ENOLEBREOK, AB., M.A 
Instructor in History 
MABEL B. GILBERT 
Cafeteria Director 
RUTH McLEAN 
Instructor in Art 
MARTHA S. PRATT, B.S., AM. 
Instructor in Teacher Tra.ining 
CUBSTBR G. SCHOENBORN 
SecretaTY to Director of Extension 
CARL H. KUMPF', B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Ma.thematics and Science, School of Practice 
GRACE G. BALLARD, l3.S. TN EDUCATION 
Fourth Grade, School 38 
M. JOSBPHINE DU RNBY, B.S. 
Sw",,,h and Eighth Grade English, School 38 
GENEVIBVE DYE FRUCHTER 
Fifth Grade, School 38 
L INA GIELOW, B.S. IN EDUCATION 
Eighth Grade, School 38 
THBLMA M . H EPp, Il.S. 
Second Grade, School .18 
ELLF.N C. MOCKLER 
Second Grade, School 38 
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Local Board of Trustees 
EDWARD H. BUTLER President 
A. GLENN! BARTHOLOMEW Secretary 
WILLIAM WARREN SMITH 'Treasurer 
MRs. STf!PHEN M. CLEMENT 
THOMAS B. LOCKWOOD 
DANIEL J. KENEFICK 
ALBERT HART HOPKINS 
I 
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. 
Fourth Year Activities 
It was a good omen, when in September, over one hundred people reglstered in the Senior class, 
making it the largest in the history of the school. With Arthur York's being elected president, every' 
one had hopes, for the class had recogni~d ability, in spite of the fact that it was well disguised. 
The Interclass Sing helped make the rest of the school reali4e that Seniors weren't just people who 
had come back to school because they had not received a position the year before. They won the Sing 
by a wide margin. Original music seems to have some appeal. They increased the volume by in-
corporating the voices of the One Yl?af Vocational- group. All through the year, this group has been 
a great help to the Seniors. 
At the Senior Party, Mr. and Mrs. Pugsley were guests. The former eulogized on a few of the 
students. The plans for the dinner, games and decorations were cleverly made by Fran Bellanca, the 
only flaw being that a few peopJe felt rather at a loss when the flower gam.e was played. 
"Success is not always the greatest victory." The Class consoles itself with this thought, when 
reflecting on the Johnsons' coming to Buffalo_ That they had been eager to see lions and tigers led 
them to think that everyone else would be. Anyway, it was a breath-taking experience when they 
found that they had just about broken even . 
The Senior Ball, sponsored by both graduating classes, will always dwell in the m.inds of the Seniors 
as the grandest school affair of their experience. 
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YORK 
GARRETT 
ARTHUR YORK 
MARGARET DALY 
DOROTHY GARRETT 
ELEANOR BIESINGER 
Fourth Year Class 
OFFICERS 
*Ruth Brems elected in January, 1932. 
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DALY 
B[ESINGER 
President 
V ice' President 
Secretary* 
'Treasurer 
, 
I 
I 
--~ 
JOSEPHINE F. ACKERMAN 
Glee Club, Vice·President, '30 
Central Council, '27, ELMS Staff', '30 
Finance Committee, '30, Christmas Play, '28 
Assembly Program Committee, '31, '32 
Constitution Revision Committee, '32 
Basketball, '32 
ANGELINE ALOISIO 
Angie-Small, da.r~ and active. 
Sociology Club 
French Club 
GRACE BALDWIN 
Basketball and tennis, too 
Ted plays with equal vigor, 
Current Events she also likes, 
To make the world better, bigger. 
JANE W. BARNES 
Jane W., or "Mac" for short 
At rid ing shows her stride, 
If you don't believe she's good, 
Just watch her take a ride . 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
F, REGINA BATT North Tonawanda, N . Y. 
"Gene" of the dimples and smiles 
Her personality will carry her miles. 
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MARIAN HELEN BAUMGARTEN, IlK:!: Buff'alo 
Activity plus intelligence plus leadership equal "Marnie." 
Organizations: Pi Kappa Sigma, Vice-President, '30, Recording S~cre' 
tary, '31; Nu Lambda Sigma; Dramatic Club, Christmas Play, '28, '29, 
'31; Executive C~~)Uncil. 
Committees: Junior Prom, '30, Chairman; Moving-Up Day Assembly, 
'31; Class Day Chairman, '32; N. S. F. A. Ccmn~lttee Chairman; Pan' 
hellenic Dance, '30. 
ROBERT BECK Silver CreEk, N . Y. 
B- oy from Fredonia 
O- rchestra 
Il-ob also likes the Men', Club 
FRANCES BELLANCA 
What she has done proves her worth-
Euff'alo 
Section Treasurer, '29; Nu Lambda Sigma, Treasurer, '29; [a~ket' 
ball, '28, '29; Central Council, '30; Secretary Junior Graduating Class, 
'31; Chairman Senior Ball, '31; Chairman Elections Committee, '29; 
Executive Council, '30, '31; Secticn Captain, '32, Chairman Senior 
Day, '32. 
JENORA R, BENTLEY, ]{,;I1 Sanborn, N . Y. 
Quiet, capable, and of course, very learned. Jenora has heen a loyal 
member of the Y for four years, and served as its PresiJent in '32. She 
was also Secretary of Kappa Delta Pi in '32. 
ELEANOR L. BIESINGER, :!::!::!: 
Sorority- Sigma Sigma Sigma, Treasurer, '30 
Clubs-Y. W, C. A. and Home &onomics Club 
OfIices- Treasurer of Senior Class, '32 
Finance Committee of Senior Class, -'32 
Diamatics-Christmas Play, '29 
Work- Central Council, '29 
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HELEN M. BLACKMAN 
A capable Non·Resident 
Helen has proved to be, 
She's been a Y. W. member, 
A nd on the Record Staff, yeu sec. 
ANNA BLOOM 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
"If the prof doesn't mind your being late, why bother to be on titne?" 
LENORE BOSTICK 
B- asketball 
A-ctive in Tennis Tournament, '31 
B~usiness Staff of '32 ELMS 
E- x Potsdam Student 
LILLIAN]. BOURGEOIS, 1>1'O,KL'lI1 
Potsdam, N. Y. 
Rochester, N. Y. 
"Lil" came to us from Rochester City Normal School. She belongs to 
the Kappa Delta Pi honorary scholastic society. Since she has been 
with us we have found her an active member of the Home Economics 
Club and the Archery Club. Her position in life is with the Cap and 
Gown Cornmittee of the Senior Class. 
MARGARET MARY BRADY Lockport, N. Y. 
Her intelligence is great. Her ideas well expressed, sound like some' 
thing you 've been thinking but weren't able to express, yourself. She 
favors Literature with medical authorities, and even med. students 
are especially appealing to this blue·eyed, wavy-haired redhead. 
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RUTH A. BREMS, A~A, KL'lI1 
Glee Club, Vice-President, '31, President, '32 
Chairman Spring Concert, '31 
Senior Ball Committee, '32 
Delegate to Central Council, '29 
Section Secretary 
Basketball, '28, '30 
IRENE BRICK, 1>1'0 
"Bricky" is a dandy kind, and we just like her fine, 
She's full of pep and snappiness and lively all the time, 
She is a Home & tn.ember and a member of Phi U, 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
What she can do with co::>king would quite astonish you. 
She handles kettles, spoons and pans with certain acrobatics, 
Her outside interests-most forget-of course, they are 
dramatics. 
ADA MAY BROWN North Clymer, N . Y. 
Ada May came from Fredonia, bilt she has not been slow in making 
her place at S. T. C. Her membership in the Y. W. and Non-Residents 
Association, her participation in swimming, archery and tennis prove 
her activity and interest. 
JEWETT BROWN Williamsville, N. Y. 
Like all greet men, Jewett is versatile- being a mathematician, an 
educator, and a very capable diplomat, especially in classes where the 
majority of students is girls. 
MARIAN R. BURN;:S, A:':A 
Her dctit)ities when· /isted loo~ somewhat li~e this: 
Secretary of A I1'ha Sigma Alpha, '30 
Senior Day C)mmittee, '32 
Class Day Committee 
Christmas Play 
ELMS, '31 
Buff'ala 
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MARGARET MARY BURNS, AU Buffalo 
M.M. - with a complexion that others envy, with much dramatic 
abi lity which she has exercised in Dramatic Club, and with a reserve 
that belies the fun' loving person beneath. 
ENA MARIE BUSKIRK La Fargeville, N. Y. 
Ena M arie, or Giggles for short, 
Is not entirely fl ighty. 
Par four years she has belonged to the Y, 
to the University Scholarship Group, 
Besides being a rollicking good athlete. 
ELLEN M. CHERRY 
"Cherry" is her nickname, quiet is her style, 
Demure is her manner, pleasant is her smile. 
Hamburg, N. Y. 
Pastime spent in Kenmore, where she does her teaching, 
Flay time in the Home Ec C lub, whose hands to her are reaching. 
For her help and kind advice-we hold them both quite high, 
And now we'd also like to add-she's a member of the Y. 
ALICE E. COLMAN 
Alice came from Brockport town, 
Where there's a Normal School, 
She likes assemblies-if they're guod, 
If not, she is a jewel. 
THERESA COPPOLA 
"'free" has the fo llowing act ivities to her credit: 
Home Econcmics Club (four years of it) 
Junior Representative to Heme Ec Cabinet 
Record Staff (four years) 
Busir.(.ss Manager, '32 
M edina, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
Art Kraft Klub, '31, Summer Social Program Committee, '31 
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GERALDINE CORCORAN, 2:2:2: Buffalo 
"Gerry" is the model Senior, 'cause she's straight and tall, 
And she shows her dignity, does not linger in the hall. 
Siglna Sigma Sigma is her sorority, 
We also find her member of the famous Club H. E. 
Outside interests there's no end-
We would say-it 's a girl (') friend. 
JEANETTE M. COUHIG 
Reading and dancing 
Jean likes to do, 
But that's not all, 
Lackawanna, N . Y. 
She plays basketball too. 
GRACE HOUSE CRLTOPH 
Music-Senior Girls' Glee Club, '29, '30 
Club- Home Economics 
Object- How to become the model homemaker 
Interest,,-Husband 
Talent- Singing and making friends 
PEARL E. CRUICKSHAN K, A 2:T 
(Ow:rheard in the corner drugstore) 
Buffalo 
Buffa lo 
"You should get acquainted with our little jewel- Pearl. Not only is 
she easy on the eyes, but she has genuine brain. Alph::t Sigma T au 
would be lost w ithout her, and so would the Home EcoDOlnics Club. 
She was custodian during the year '30:31. Don't forget t 'J meet her. 
So long, see you in class_" 
MARGARET E. DALY, A2:A, ",YO 
Has been a valuable addition to 
. . Central Council, '29 
Home Economics. Club 
Senior Ball Committee, '32 
Senior Class, Vice~President, '32 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Duffalo 
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GLADYS DOBBINS 
Glad is another Y. W. member, 
Whose interest also is sports, 
History, too, she likes, she says; 
She's O. K., from all reports. 
CANDACE JANET DOELMAN 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
No one does more Of shows more college spirit than does Candace, 
who belonged to the Y. W. C. A., '28-'32, being President, '31; Pan· 
hellenic, '29·'31; Home Economics Club, '28·'32; Glee Club, '28·'32; 
was New York State H . E. Student Chairman, went to Merrill Palmer 
School, '30; was Section Captain, '28, and Delegate to Cortland, '29; 
Y. W . Delegate to Silver Bay, '31, and Detroit, '30. She also was Co· 
Chairman for Student Conference, '31. 
MARGARET DONAHUE Buffalo 
Marg took advantage of having the best educational institution in her 
home town, and came to State. Judging from her many friends and 
contacts, there can be no cause for regret. 
FLORA DONOHUE 
Glee Club 
Dramatic Club 
Record Staff, Comment Editor 
Debate Club 
Buffalo 
Archery Team- won first place in Archery Tournament, '31 
LIDA M . DuRANT, Il~8, <PYO 
"And she shall be ~nown by her deeds." 
Senior Glee Club, '29 
Phi Upsilon Omicron, President, '32 
Home Economics Club 
Panhellenic Representa ti ve, '29, '31 
Secretary of Panhellenic, '31 
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Buffalo 
RUTH ECKHARDT, K~II Hamburg, N. Y. 
Ruth, the Studious. Not the kind of person who does just enough, 
but one who works conscientiously and steadily and accomplishes 
things. Her pupils will be lucky if she transfers to them her method of 
studying. 
GLADYS FELDBERG 
Geneseo Normal 
Junior Glee Club 
Basketball 
Archery 
Scholarsh i p 
GERTRUDE FLYNN 
Springville, N. Y. 
Andover, N. Y. 
Gertrude graduated in '29, but the call of school was strong-so she 
spent a summer at Geneseo anel has come back this year for her degree. 
DOROTHY GARRETT, 2:2:2: 
Tri Sigma Treasurer, '30, Vice-President, '31 
Member of Student Council, '28 
Junior Prom Committee, '30 
Secretary of Senior Class, '32 
Marshal for Moving'Up Day, '31 
Burralo 
ELSIE M. GISEL Williamsville, N. Y. 
"Chub" is not purely Home Economics material, 
She has written [or-
Record Staff, '28, ELM) Staff, '31 
She has belonged to-
Y. W. C, A., Bulletin Board Committee and the Home 
Economics Club. 
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ROSE GOODMAN 
EVERYBODY likes Rose. 
She sings-
Senior Girls Glee Club, '30-'32 
And was also active in 
Current Events Club, '30. 
JOAN GOODWIN 
Buffalo 
Dansville, N . Y. 
Joan, of Genesco, gave us the impression at tlrst that she was inter-
ested only in athletics, for she stated a strong preference for archery, 
swimming and tennis. But one's talents will out, and on Senior Day her 
dramatic ability was discovered and won't easily be forgotten. 
HELEN GORMAN, 2:2:2: Coalport, Pa. 
Helen, good old scout that she is, went to the University of Buffalo 
for her Freshman year, and then decided to give State Teachers a 
break, so came here for her remaining three years. She has been an 
active member of the Home Economics Club. We suppose she'll take 
all her professional knowledge and technique back to Coalport. 
MARGARET W . GUENER, KAT! 
Kappa Delta Pi, Treasurer, '32 
Junior Glee Club, President, '29 
Senior Glee Club 
Chairman Girls' Discipline CJmmittee, '32 
Dramatic Club, '29 
Basketball, and Delegate to Fredonia, '30 
LESTER T. HANNAN, 2:T 
Orchestra, '28,'32, Prcs'dmt, '32 
Treasurer, Junior Graduating Class, '31 
Executive C:Juncil, '':U-'32 
Men's Club, '28;31, Dranntic C lub, '29 
Editor, Student HrLnJbool(, '32 
Buffalo 
Buff"lo 
Chairman, C::mllnitt:>:e for Graduation Class Speakers, '32 
44 
DOROTHY HIGGINS Buffalo 
If you see a blonde riding horseback in the Park, most likely it's Dot. 
She doesn't spend all her time riding, however, for we hear she likes 
bridge, and since she's a good teacher, she must spend some time 
studying. 
ELEANOR MARY HIRD, A2:T, KATT Buffalo 
Eleanor is always doing things. She belonged to Alpha Sigma Tau, 
President, '30, to the Dramatic Club, Nu Lambda Sigma, '29, Junior 
Prom Committee, '29, Class Day Committee, '32, Junior Glee Club, '28, 
Senior Glee Club, '29, Point System Committee, '30, Panhellenic, '29; 
was in the Christmas Play, '27, '28, the Spring Play, '29, and ably 
directed the Class Day Play, '32. 
EDNA JEROME 
Basketball, '29,'32 
Y. W. C. A., '30 
Non~ReSLdents Association, '30~'31 
Swimming, '30,'31 
Tennis, '30 
EDNA JEWERT, An 
Barker, N. Y. 
Chaffee, N. Y. 
"Eddie" has done a lot. of important things since she has been at State, 
the chief among them being: 
Alpha Sigma Tau, Secretary, '31 
Home Economics Club member for four years 
Member of the N. R. A. 
General worker for anything that has to be done well. 
BARBARA M . JONES North Collins, N. Y. 
"Bobby" is a little girl fresh from the co~ntry. She is very quiet and 
t:::r.ds strictly to her own affairs. The only thing we have against her 
is that she insisted on feeding us fulhiz;ed "farm-hand" meals when 
she was cook at the Practice House. Barbara has been a welcome addi-
tion to both the Y. W. C. A. and the Home Economics Club. 
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CHARLES F. KANE Gasport, N. Y. 
A member of the Men's Club, 
For at .least two years, no doubt. 
Char lie is a teacher, 
And knows what he's ab0ut. 
Seneca Castle, N. Y. 
FRANCES KLINE, KLlII 
Fran does not stop to fuss but quietly does things. 
She was Vice·President of Kappa Delta Pi, '32 
A member of the Y. W. C. A., '28.'32 
Non,Residents Association, '29 
Current Events Club, '29 
Gift Committee, '32 
Lockport, N. Y. 
THELMA KLINE, IILle Williamsville, N . Y. 
Here is a young lady who is quite interested in sorority, and we are 
told that she makes a good sister and a fine helper in Pi Delta Theta. 
In 1930 she held the position of Registrar, and in 1931 was made 
Treasurer. Thelma has also been a melnber of the well known Home 
Economics Club. 
CAROLYN LANGDON Buffalo 
Carol belongs to the Dramatic Club. Other than dramatics, her chief 
amusements are reading and walking. 
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DOROTHY LANGE 
Just a quiet little girlie, 
With her hair a wee mite curlie, 
With manners shy and pleasing, 
With eyes both bright and teasing, 
You'll find her in our Home Ec Club, 
The girls will tell you-Dot's no dub. 
RUTH LEVINE, IIKL, <pTO 
Cattaraugus, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
Ruth has done a great deal of wor~ since she's been here. If you don't 
believe it read these for yourself: 
Phi Upsilon Omicron, Vice~President 
H. E. Club, President, '31 
Section Captain, '30, Y. W. C. A. 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Sergeant at Arms 
LAURA LONGAKER East Aurora, N. Y. 
Evcryone Ii~es Shorty. She has been 
President of the Orchestra, '31 
Section Captain, '31 
Secretary-Treasurer of the Dramatic Club, '30 
Member of the Riding Club, '31 
An active swimmer, '30-'32 
JOSEPHINE MAGGIO Buffalo 
Jo, being musically inclined, has been a faithful member of the Glee 
Club for four years. She is a member of the Y. W. C. A., '32, and of 
the Cap and Gown Committee, '32. 
ZOA McCARTHY Lockport, N . Y. 
Zoa could answer almost any question you could ask her. She spends 
her time reading so she'lI be prepareJ . Perhaps Geneseo had some 
influence, 
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ALWILDA McCUMBER, A20A, <pTO Darien, N. Y. 
Loo~, my children, and you shall see what Wtlhe has done f07 S. 'T. C. 
Y. W. C. A., Cabinet Member, '32 
Hom.e Economics Club 
Section Captain, '30·'32 
Chairman of Ring and Pin Committee, '32 
Senior Day Committee, '32 
MARGARET A. McENENY, K6.II 
"Marnie" is efficiency a11d responsibility plus. 
President Junior Degree Class, '31 
Kappa Delta PI, President, '32 
Section Captain, '29·'30 
French Club, Secretary, '29 
Basketball, '29-'30 
HELEN MARIE McGEORGE 
Kindergarten Play, '29·'30 
Y. W. C. A., '27-'28 
Junior Glee Club, Vice· President, '27 
Senior Glee Club, Secretary, '29 
LLOYD F. McINTYRE, 2OT, K6.II 
Depew, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Although seldom idle, "]vIae" always finds time to renew his "line." 
Sigma Upsilon, President, '32 
Section Captain,. '31 
Central Council, '30 
News Editor, Summer Record, '30 
Glee Club, '28·'30 
INA MEAD, 820T 
"The Registrar's B,ggest Help" 
Y.W.C.A. 
Non-Residents Association 
Theta Sigm.a Upsilon, Vice-President, '32 
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Hornell, N. Y. 
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MINNIE R. MERRILL Dayton, N. Y. 
Minnie is another follower of the educational path. Outside of school, 
her-weakness is Lit, but in school, she is a wizard in Math. 
EMANELLA METS 
Dramatic Club, '29-'32 
Glee Club, '29·'32 
Kinde.rgarten Primary Play, '30 
KATHARINE MORISSEY 
Buffalo 
Dunkirk, N. Y. 
Transfers from other Normal schools add a lot to Qur moral. Kay is 
another shining example- bringing brains and friendliness. 
CLARA LUCILL MOSCA TO Buffalo 
"If you knew Clara as we know Clara- oh ~ ah ~ what a girl ':"- and 
that's the truth. We hate to think of the poor kids who have to come 
back to school next year and not have Clara to set them chuckling. 
As a first class swimmer, she cannet be beaten. 
RUTH MOTZ 
Geneseo's contribution 
This year is quite a bit, 
Not the least 
Is "Rufus" Mot", 
Her interest, too, is Lit. 
Batavia, N. Y. 
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A. MARIE MURPHY, lIK2: Lockport, N. Y. 
"Bebe" has the g~nuine Irish versatility and wit. 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Corresponding Secretary and Editor 
Business Manager, 1932 ELMS 
Secretary Junior Degree Class, '31 
Junior Prom Committee. '30 
Treasurer of Panhellenic, '31, Color and Flower Committee, '32. 
DOROTHY ELLEN MURPHY 
Dramatic Club, '28·.'32, President, '31 
Christmas Play, '28.'31, Spring Play, '32 
Central CounCil, '28, Section Captain, '30 
Student Activity -Committee, '31 
Sumlner Record, '30-'31 
ELIZABETH M. MURPHY 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
·'Betty" spends a great deal of time at the Science Museum; but in her 
spare time she does several other things, such as Record work at ail 
hours, particularly since she has been Sports Editor. She also belonged 
to the Y. W . C. A., '29, played basketball, and has been a member of 
the Handboo~ Committee. 
ZADA MAY NEWCOMB Batavia, N. Y. 
She was active at Geneseo, working on the school paper, as a melnber 
of the Hiking and Dramatic Clubs, and a melnber of Gamma Zeta 
sorority. She In_ust be well schooled by now for she has also attended 
the University of Buffalo. 
EVY M. OTS 
Literary, dramatic and musical, 
Evy is fun any day, 
As Dramatic Club Treasurer, 
Playing basketball, too, 
Just ask those who know her 
If she isn't OK. 
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ALBERTA OTTENOT, ALA 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Editor, '31 
Junior Degree Class, Treasurer, '31 
ELMS News Staff, '31 
Spring Play, '30 
Chairman Moving·Up Day, '32 
Chairman Home Economics Day, '31 
CATHERINE OWENS, IIK2: 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Kay left school at Christmas to take a position in Java City . It's 
the good people who get all the breaks, even though Kay is missed by 
everyone. 
Smiley dimples-somehow ..... . 
FRANCES M. PAGE, 82:T . Batavia, N. Y. 
Fran found an outlet for her energy in the following: 
Panhellenic President, '31 
Central Council-Representative, '29 
Home Economics Club, '28-'32 
Chairman Senior Ball, '32 
N . S. F. A. Committee, and N . R. A. 
MARY PALMISANO 
Basketball, '28.'3 1 
Current Events Club, '28 
Buffalo 
Science doesn't trouble Mary at all. Her knowledge does trouble a few 
people when they consider how httle they know in comparison. 
RUTH E. POOR 
Potsdam Normal 
Journalism Instructor on Record Staff 
ELMS Photography Staff 
Swimming Pool Assistant 
Band, Y. W. C. A., N. R. A. 
In fact, she's capable of d multitude of things. 
Black River, N. Y. 
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ELSA PROZELLER, A:!:T 
Dramatic Club 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Historian, '29 
Secretary, '30, President, '31 
Home &onomics Club 
French Club 
ELLEN GERTRUDE QUINN 
Athletic 
in Tennis, Swimming and Archery 
Literary 
in Nu Lambda Sigma 
and fun 
in Y. W. C. A. and N. R. A. 
BERTHA REYNOLDS, IlK:!: 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Cuba, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
We see a dark eyed student who's full of pep and fun, 
Who's ready to start anything and see that it is done. 
She's been the faithful President of Pi Kappa Sig, 
And though she is a little girl W~ find her interests big, 
For she's been an H. E. Club member and N. Y. Student Secretary 
And in the Y and Panhellenic her talents does she carry. 
ELSIE L. H. RIETZ Sanborn, N. Y. 
"Else" shows the gregarious im.tinct in her liking for the Student 
Center-but don't we alP She belonged to Nu Lambda Sigma, '27,'29, 
and to the Record Starr', '27,'29. 
MARIAN A. RILEY Kenmore, N. Y. 
Even in time of depression Marian made a successful Business Mao-
ager of the 1931 ELMS, and also was Photography Editor for the 1932 
ELMS. Desiring always to be busy, ,he played basketball in '29, be' 
longed to the Current Events Club i~ '28, and has been a loyal Y 
member frOll) '28-'32. 
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VIRGINIA ROCHE, A:!:T Buffalo 
Just a "swell" ~id who can be found anytime you need her in oncot the 
following occupations: 
Presiding over H. E. Club Meetings 
Working for the Moving'Up Day Committee, or the Y. W. 
Hanging up pictures for the H. E. Bulletin board 
Following up any kind of sports at .hand. 
BEATRICE D. ROSEBROCK, llIU North Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Editor,in,Chief, 1932 ELMS 
Photography Editor, 1931 ELMS 
Vice~President, Junior Degree Class, '31 
Junior Prom Comtnittee, '30 
Executive Council, '32, Central Council, . '28 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Corresponding Secretary, '31~'32 
IRENE M. ROSS 
Potsdam Normal 
Y. W. C. A., '32 
Record Staff, '32 
N. R. A., '32 
EDYTHE P. SAWYER 
Pat came from Geneseo 
And we're mighty glad she did, 
Her interests, she says, are athletic-
Tennis, swimming, archery and riding. 
And haven't we heard something about pies? 
ELEANOR ]. SCHARLOCK, :!::!::!: 
Ilion, N. Y. 
Kenmore, N . Y. 
Buffalo 
Tri Sigrna, Keeper of Grades~ '30, President, '31, Treasurer, '32 
Junior Prom Committee, '30 
Senior Ball Committee, '32 
Executive Council, '31-'32 
Christmas Play, '28, Senior Day Play, '32 
Social Program Committee, '29, '30. 
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MARGARET MARY SCHUETZ, 1>1'0, KLlII Little Falls, N . Y. 
Her name-"Peg" 
Her hohby-Swimming 
Her talent- Music 
Her profession-Home Economics teacher 
Her friends-everyone 
ETHEL SIMMONDS 
Basketball, '28·'32 
L'Alliance Francaise, '28,'30 
Riding Club, '28, '31 
Junior Glee Club, '28 
BEA TRICE SIMMONS, A~A 
University of Rochester 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, President, '32 
Moving-Up Day Committee, '32 
DOROTHY M. SNYDER 
Corning, N . Y. 
Byron, N. Y. 
Lancaster, N . Y. 
Dot is a nature lover; hiking, scouting, and woodcraft are activities 
she enjoys. But when she must be -inside she gives her attention to 
hasketball playing, or to the Y. W. C. A. 
ADAH SPAULDING Kenmore, N. Y. 
On the surface "Peggy" is very quiet, but when you get under the 
protective shell, you find bushels of fun and mischief. "Peg" has been 
a member of the Home Ec Club for two years, and has given much 
tim.c and labor to the Record StafI since '29. 
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ROSAMOND JANETTE SPEARS, Ll~~ Kenmore, N. Y. 
Her ABC's: Glee Club- Trip to New York, '29 
Activities-many and varied Home Economics-Profession 
Book-Handboo~ Committee, '30 Interest-Social Service 
Committee-Junior Prom, '30 Jean-nickname 
Extra-Record Staff, '29-'32 Klubs-Home Ee., Y. W . C. A. 
Fun-riding Literature- Nu Lambda Sigma 
ELIZABETH A. STARR 
"Betty" 
Senior Glee Club 
Comes from Geneseo Normal 
HELEN I. STEINBACH, 1>1'0, IIK~ 
Will be remembered because she was 
Vice,President of Pi Kappa Sigma, '30 
Treasurer of Home Economics Club, '29 
Junior Representative to Panhellenic 
A Phi Upsilon Omicron member 
A violinist in the orchestra 
Oneida, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
JEAN STROH Williamsville, N. Y. 
Jeanie can handle money and make baskets. She was Section Treasurer, 
'29, and has played basketball. Music is her weakness. 
MARJORIE TANNER 
"Marge" Tanner-she's a peach, you know, 
She has a read y smile, 
She'8 been an H. E. Club memher 
And made herself worthwhile, 
We like the way she does her hair-
In fact, we like her style. 
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Lancaster, N, y, 
ELIZABETH TEMPLE Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 
Betty went to Cortland before coming to Buffalo. She brought her bag 
of tricks, with which Cortland prepares each prospective teacher, 
with her. 
DWIGHT WARREN Bath, N. Y. 
"D" is a grad of Genesco, and has had much extension work. Beside 
carrying a full course at State, he has been having work at the Univer~ 
sity. We admire amhition like that. 
BERNARDINE WENDE, n;2;, KL1II Buffalo 
Tri Sig-Dance Chairman, '29, Vice-President, '30, President, '32 
Editor·in·Chief, 1931 ELMS, Literary Editor, '32 
Junior Prom Committee, '30, Senior Day Play, '32 
Executive Council, '31, Freshman Assembly, '29 
Summer Social Progran1 Committee, '30 
Panhellenic, '32, Chairman Panhellenic Day, '32 
LOTTIE M. WIERZBOWSKA 
Lottie is qu.iet, but always there when needed. 
Art Kraft Klub, '29·'31 
Basketball, '29-'32 
Summer School, Social Program Committee, '30 
ELMS Staff, '31-'32 
Buffalo 
NORMA WILSON, e~T 
Central Council, '29 
Freshman Assembly, '29 
Glee Club, '28-'30 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon, Secretary, '30 
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IRENE M. WOJTOWICZ Buffalo 
''1'' has the following activities to her credit: 
Art Kraft Klub, Secretary, '30·'32 
Chairman Miniature Stage Committee, Christmas·Play, '29 
Home Economics Club 
Costume designing-her chief interest. 
MARGARET WOODS, IIK~ Buffalo 
Marg has done much for sorority, and has a stronginterestinciramatics, 
belonging to the Dramatic Club, '29. She has been Keeper of the 
Archives, '29, Corresponding Editor, '30, and Chairman of Pro· z 
fessional Meeting, of Pi Kappa Sigma, '32. 
ARTHUR YORK 
What·a·man Y or~-what hasn't he done! 
President, Senior Class, '32 
Chairman, Junior Prom, '30, Feature Editor, ELMS, '32 
Basketball, '29·'32, Record Staff, '29-'32 
Executive Council, '31-'32, Secretary, '31 
One of the Martin Johnson propagandists. 
Buffalo 
Senior Class Motto 
SCAJAQUADA-"Beyond the multitude. " 
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MARIE ALF AND ROSEMOND F. JONES 
ELIZABETH D. AREND JEANETTE B. KIRKWOOD 
LOUISE BAMBAM HELEN KIRKWOOD KLEIN 
JEANETTE BONGIOVANNI BERTRAM A . MILLER 
BERNICE LEISING BURKE MARIE CATHERINE MURPHY 
ANNA COHFN FLOY E. PARKER 
FRANCES CROSS MARY E. RAINBOW 
NORA DALY MARGUERITE RYAN 
MARY M. DOUGLAS LILLIAN M. SMITH 
EDITH T. FAUCETT RUTH A. STIENGRUBER 
CATHERINE FRAWLEY JOSEPHINE LOmSE STEKL 
RUTH E. FRENCH BERNICE M. STRASSBERGER 
AGNES A. GERRITY FRANCES &mOOD 
JANE HEATH EILEEN F. SULLIVAN 
MILDRED F. HODCES AGNES H. T RACHENBERC 
.. 
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Junior Graduating Class Activities 
The Junior Sister Movement took place the fi rst week of school. Each Junior gi rl had a Freshman 
"Little Sister" whom she helped initiate into the ways of college life. The object of the movement 
was to help each Freshman girl feel at home in her new environment and to learn to take a worth-
while interest in college activities. In this way Junior girls became acquainted with Fresi"l1nan girls, 
and Freshman girls met other girls entering college. The feeling of friendship emanating from this 
movement was very definitely felt by Junior and Fre.;hman girls. 
On the first day of school in September, the Junior girls gave a basket picnic in Delaware Park for 
the·ir Freshman sisters. The Junior girls brought lunch for two and went in groups to the Park, 
where they had a very enjoyable tilne playing games and making new acquaintances. 
On October 20, at the Inter--Class Sing, the Junior class had an original song. written by a mem-
ber of the class, which helped decidedly to win them second place. 
On March 21, the Junior class had a joint supper party with the members of the Freshman class. 
During the evening the Freshmen had ample opportunity to display their dramatic ability in their 
interpretat ion of the life at Teachers College. 
Senior Day gave the Junior Graduates another chance to show their abilities for they were well 
represented both in the assembly program, "College Days," and at the Senior Ball. 
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PUTNAM 
EVANS 
MONICA PUTNAM 
DOROTHY DUFFY 
JOHN EVANS 
SARAH FREED 
DUFFY 
FRUD 
Junior Class 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice~President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
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DOROTHEA ADAMS 
Dot played 
Basketball, '29 
Was worldly in the 
Current Events Club, '29-'30 
And concentrated on French in the 
French Club, '29,'30. 
ELSIE ADAMS 
Vim, vigor, and vitality 
All rolled into one; 
Makes Elsie a good candidate 
For K. P. Section J 
ERMA ALLEN 
At pleasing children 
Erma's great, 
That is why 
K. P. became her fate. 
MILDRED A. ANDERSON, A~T 
"1 
Buffalo 
Lock port, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
Eggertsville, N . Y. 
Alpha Sigma Tau, Corresponding Secretary, '32 
Basketball, '29 
Y. W. C. A., '31 
RAYMOND ANDERSON, AX New York City 
"Edison" Anderson is a good nickname for this Columbia U-man, 
who is really sincere when he says he is most interested in psychology 
and practice-teaching. However, he '8 human too, in his enthusiastic 
taste for athletics, especially basketball. 
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THOMAS COURTNEY ANDREWS Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
"Court's" strongest outside interests arc fishing and hunting. There 
is a strong carry-over to his school work which he does earnestly and 
well. He belongs to the Men's Club and is a faithful member. 
CLARE M. ARMSTRONG, KKK Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Chicago Aeronautical College sent us "Army" as its fine contribu, 
tion to our college life. Clare has been prominent in Basketball, 
Camera Club (Vice-President, '30 and '31) Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Fraternity and the Men'g Club. 
FLORENCE BARNACK Lackawanna, N. Y. 
Florence played basketball in '31 and was a member of the Current 
Events Club in '31. Her chief interest in school is literature. 
JOHN A. BATTAGLIA, KKK 
"Johnny's" activities are various and many: 
Section Captain, Gen. Ind. I 
Treasurer of Dramatic Club 
Varsity Basketball Manager, '31 and '32 
Men's Club; Camera Club 
MOYing'Up Day Committee, '32 
BEULAH M. BEAVER 
Enjoys sports 
Is a member of the N. R. A. 
Attended Springville Training Class. 
Buffalo 
North Collins, N. Y. 
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WILLIAM]. BECKER, '1'C!>, KIlII 
N ickname-"Bill" 
Fonner home-Oswego Normal School 
Hobby- General Shop Work 
Interest-New York National Guard-l06 F. A. 
Accomplishments-Straight L'A" average 
DOROTHY BERGSTROM 
Musical and athletic, Dorothy found time 
For Junior Girls' Glee Club in '29 and '30 
With honors as Secretary in '29 
And for the athletics 
Basketball, '30, '32, and 
Swimming, '31-'32. 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
ELSIE A. BICKEL Oakfield, N. Y. 
U. B. had Elsie as a student before State did. We're glad she made the 
change. 
JACK BLOOM Brooklyn, N. Y. 
"A man should sing, worl(, and play to be successful." 
Jack: Sings in the Glee Club, 
Works in the One Year Vocational Group, 
And plays (works, too) in the Men's Club. 
RALPH M. BONIFACE 
Has attended 
Cornell University, Dartmouth College, 
Has belonged to 
Men'8 Glee Club, Discipline Committee, 
Has presided over 
Campus Club, '32 
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JOSEPH H. BORKOWSKI, '1'1' Buffalo 
Joe's some lad when it comes to extra~curricular activities, He's played an 
importa.nt part in: 
Psi Phi Editor, '31, Secretary, '32 
Rowing Crew, '31 and '32 
Men's Glee Club, '29, Art Kraft Klub, '31 
ELMS, '31 and ' 32, Record, '29,'32 
HAROLD O. BRIGGS 
He carne to us from Cornell U. 
And made his contribution, 
He's added all his work and play 
To help our institution-
He does his studies- but that's not all, . 
You should see him play at basketballi 
Hollowville, N. Y. 
ARLINE M. BUKOfSER . Buffalo 
With basketball and swimming, ~
Where she's always at her best; ~ 
And music, and then Jancing, 
Arline often leads the rest. 
HELEN T. BURNS 
Helen comes from Lockport, 
And tells us with a smile, 
That tennis-playing and driving 
She finds are much worthwhile. 
DOROTHY]. BYRON, KlllI 
As a member of the Orange and Black Team 
Dot's major interest is basketball, 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Depew, N. y, 
And while keeping well up on the scholastic ladder 
She also finds time for tennis and swimming. 
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KATHLEEN M. CALLAHAN 
Musical 
Understanding 
Satisfactory 
Irish 
C ailed Kay 
ESTER CALZA V ARA 
_ 1 
Buffalo 
Akron, N. Y. 
Singing in the Glee Club is Ester's chief delight. She is a strong part 
of both her section and the Senior Glee Club. 
MAY E. CARLIN 
When first May entered S. T. C. 
The French Club was her hobby, 
Then came basketball and 
Last, but not least, swimming. 
MARJE CARTER 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
A high forehead and keen eyes have been indicat ions of many mathe~ 
matical minds. Here's another to prove the point. 
BERNICE CARTWRIGHT East Aurora, N. Y. 
A hardworker in the Y. W. C . A. in '29 and '30 
And an all around basketball player from '29 to '32. 
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LOUIS R. CECIL 
"Lou" has special ability in 
The Men's Club 
Glee Club 
Baseball 
Dramatic Club 
Section Captaining 
DOROTHY CLARK 
Dot belongs to the Y. W. 
And is interested in sports, 
At swinuning too, she's skillful-
At least, from all reports. 
KENNETH CLUGSTON 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Basketball is "Kenny's" chief interest, women his curiosity, and in~ 
dustry his vocation. 
J. FRANKLIN CLUTE 
Clute's a fellow, like the rest, 
Who likes to work when at his best. 
But w hen he has a little "mon" 
He likes to have his lit tle fun; 
He hnds the Men', Club-fine activity-
And trusts its virtue.<'. give longevity. 
SOLOMON I. COHEN 
Sol likes his Camera Club, 
He loves photography, 
He's interested in scouting 
And in his shop work, too; 
He tackles all his studies 
Without a great ado. 
Schenectady, N. Y. 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
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JOSEPHINE COLBY, ,;LE 
Nu Lambda Sigma, Vice-President, '31 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Vice-President, '30 
Basketball, '29 
Senior Girls Glee Club 
Section Captain, '29-'30 
Chairman of Kindergarten, Primary Tea, '30 
Buffalo 
JANICE COLLINS, II,;8 Arkport, N. Y. 
Pi Delta Theta, President, '32 
French Club, '29 
Basketball, '29-'32, Orange and Black Team, '29 
Y. W. C. A., '32 
Invitations Committee, '32 
Swimming, '31, '32 
GERTRUDE FRANCES CON NORS 
As treasurer of the Freshman Class in '29 
And member Junior and Senior Glee Clubs, 
Gert made such a show, that 
She became secretary of tbe Senior Girls Glee Club, 
One of a committee for 1931 Interclass Sing 
And section Treasurer 1930,'31. 
CLARENCE A. COOK, KKK 
"Coo~ie's" not a good writer but he's a good sport in 
Men's Club 
Band 
Dramatic Club 
Camera Club, President, '30-'31 
Men's Glee Club 
NORMA COWELL, ,;LE 
Norma Ekipped about 
First from Delta Sigma Epsi lon 
To Y. W. C. A. in 1929-'30 
And then to basketball from '30-'32. 
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ANNA JANE CSWAYKUS 
Ann plays basketball, 
Likes history, too, 
Dancing and sports 
She'll never taboo. 
Section Captain, '32 
GEORGE F. DANNEBROCK 
Lackawanna, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
He has no nickname but that doesn't make him any the less valuable 
as a member of the Class Day Committee, of the Men's Club, and of 
the one-year Vocational Basketball team. Incidently, George also finds 
time to study a little bit between his social engagements. 
DAVID H. DAVIDSON Brooklyn, N . Y. 
"Steinmetz"- not really a scientist but a good student engaged in 
the occupation of bringing honor to the one-year vocational group. He 
belongs to the Men's Club, the American Vocational Association, 
The Ring and Pin Committee, and is secretary to his own group of 
fellow men. 
ALLEN J. DAVIS 
Did you ever see the fellow 
That comes smiling down the walk, 
Who'd stop a little while 
To have a pleasant talk. 
If you haven't, then I'll tel l you that it's news to 1l1e. 
That you don't know the chap, whose initials are A.D. 
LOTTIE C. DEMBOWSKA 
"Lottie", not content to do little, has belonged to: 
Y. W. C. A., '30 
Sociology Club, '31 
Current Events Club, '30 
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FRANK J. DE GILIO Poughkeepsie, N . Y. 
I met him-I said, "What do you do?"-''I'm a proof reader for the 
Record," quoth he. "What is your interest in school," said 1. "Print' 
ing"-a one~worJ response. Again 1 spoke, "What outside interest 
have you?" Answer- "Printing." Conclusion of this fable. F. ]. De 
Gilia loves his printing work. Q.E.D. 
DOROTHY DONOVAN, ArT 
Dorothy is a busy girl, 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
For with basketball, Y. W. C. A. and 
Alpha Sigma Tau, 
Her time is limited, 
Yau know how. 
ROSWELL]. DRILLING 
"Jack" 
Warsaw Training Class 
Men's Club 
Men's Glee Club 
DOROTHY DUFFY, ALA 
Darien, N. Y. 
Bunalo 
A fine wor~er with a staunch spirit, for Dorothy divided her interests 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Registrar 
Vice,President, Freshrnan Class, '29 
Section Captain, '30 
Vice,President, Junior Graduating C lass, '32 
Color and Flower Committee, '32 
ALICE EARLL, [[KL 
Basketball, '3'·'32 
Y. W. C. A., '3J 
N. R . A., '32 
Secretary,Treasurer, Athletic Association, '31 
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ARTHUR C. EATON, KKK East Aurora, N . Y. 
"Ether" is more than an anaesthetic in 
Men's Club 
Spring Play 
Ring and Fin Committee 
Tri Kappa, Grand President, '31, President, '32 
HAZEL ELLER 
Archery, '32 
Dramatic Club, '30; Christmas Play, '29; 
Buffalo 
Sophomore Assembly, 130; Property Manager Spring Play, '30; 
Current Events Club, Treasurer, '31; Member of Elections and 
Student Activity Committees. 
JOHN R. EVANS, KKK Peekskill, N. y, 
"John R ." is a popular character among both men and women. He is 
often engaged in the following occupations; Treasurer of Kappa Kappa 
Kappa, Member of Men's Club, Manager of Varsity Tennis, Member 
of Blanket Tax, Fin and Ring and "Moving-Cp Day" committee, and 
he even has time to act in Christmas plays. 
MADELINE FALKNER, A;;;A Buffalo 
In 1929 and 1930 the Freshman class had a worthy secretary in 
Madeline; 
From there she went into Alpha Sigma Alpha, 
And now she is working on the invitation committee of the 
graduating class . 
NORA M. FASO Buffalo 
"Rida" is another interested in the ways and doings of the world. Her 
interest has made her ta~e an active part in: 
Current Events Club, '30 
Y. W. C. A., '30 
Sociology Club, '3[ 
7J 
ALICE I. FISHER Williamsville, N. Y. 
Freshman Section, Captain; President, Junior Girls Glee Club; 
Freshman Class Treasurer; Sophomore Class President; 
Orchestra, '29:32; Dramatic Club, '29:30; Vice· President, 
Students Association, '32; Chairman, Undergraduate Banquet, 
'32; Representative to N. S. F. A. Congress, '32. 
VERONICA FLOOD 
Hale and hearty 
On the basketball court, 
And splendid too 
In plays. 
MARGARET MARY FOISSET, mG:, KLlIl 
Section Captain. '30 
Y. W. C. A., '29-'30 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Both Junior ane! Senior Girls Glee Club and Treasurer, '31-'32 
Pi Kappa Sigma Treasurer, '32 
Panhellenic Corresponding Secretary, '32 
EUGENE W. FRANK, KKK 
N.o less than a genius is "Gene"-
President. Freshman Class; Section Captain, '29; 
Buffalo 
President, Kappa Kappa Kappa; Vice-President, Men's Club; 
President, College Student Day; Baseball and Basketball Squads; 
Spring Play; Men's Club; Camera Club; Record Staff. 
SARAH M. FREED Buffalo 
Active in student government, Sarah has been Representative to 
Central Council, '30; Section Captain, '31 ; Secretary of Discipline 
Committee, '31; and a member of the N. S. F. A. Committee. As a 
member of the Dramatic Club, she served as Publicity Agent, '31. She 
also played basketball, '31, and was T reasurer of the Junior Graduat-
ing Class, '32. 
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ELLIOTT R. GALLAGHER Syracuse, N. Y. 
"Ell" Of "Irish," as he is known by his intimate friends. came here 
from the U niversi ty of Syracuse. Since he has been here he has be-
longed to the Men's Club and has shown much interest in our sports, 
especially the indoor sport-"Classroom Discussion." 
MARGUERITE R. GEAR 
Basketball, '30 
Glee Club, '30 
Swimming, '32 
GRACE M. GIOVINO 
Y. W. C. A., '29 
Current Events Club, '30 
Sociology Club, '30 
RACHEL GLUCKMAN 
Batavia,~N. Y. 
Buffalo 
Bulfalo 
She likes plays, thinks assembly programs are not bad, and spends her 
spare time in the gym playing basketball or swimm.ing. 
HAROLD GOLDBERG New York City 
"Harry's" activities form a perfect triangle of successful school life. 
FOOTBALL TEAM 
Record STAI.'I; 
MEN'S CLUB 
CAMERA CLUB 
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INGE GOLDE Tonawanda, N. Y. 
In school she likes education, 
Without it she likes philosophy, 
The result should be a real educator. 
ROBERTS. GOLDFIELD New York City 
Fresh from Oswego, into the toiJs of a new State T eachers College, 
came this artistic student. He is much interested.in any type of Art. 
and if you want to know anything about the Nafl Academy of Design 
or the Art Students League-just ask Robert, who has all the facts on 
his finger tips. 
ALICE GORHAM, A:1:A 
Vice' President, A lpha Sigma A lpha, '31 
Y. W. C. A., '30,'31 
Basketball, '29,'30 
HENRY G. GOWER 
Harry or Hank they call him, 
But no matter what his name, 
He's member of the Men's C lub here, 
And on the B. B. Team; 
To enter all the outdoor sports 
Has been his mighty dream. 
ELEANOR GREENWOOD, A:1:A 
Vice,President of Alpha Sigma Alpha, '29,'30 
Freshman Class Marshal, '29 
Y. W. C. A., '29:30. 
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ALICE GRIFFIN 
From 1931 to 1932 
Alice found content 
In swimming and basketball . 
IRMA GROTKE 
Dramatic C lub, '30 
Section Captain, '30 
Basketball, '30,'31 
DOROTHY HAHN · 
N. R. A., '30:31 
Y. W. C. A., '29·'30 
Basketball, '29, '30, '31 
Elections Committee, '31 
LORRAINE HALLER, A:!:A 
An Alpha Sigma A lpha girl 
A worker in the Y. W. C. A., '30 
Finds that she is all awhirl 
With life at S. T. C. 
FRIEDA HALTER 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Alden, N. Y. 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Hornell, N. Y. 
Besides comnmting, FrieJa has found t ime to join the Y. W. C. A . 
, and the N, R. A., as well as to study, take walks U) and enjoy the 
park. 
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REGINALD F. HANCOCK, KKK Syracuse, N. Y. 
Who wouldn't '''go big" for a man named "Reg"? Teachers chase him, 
girls fall for him, and fortune follows him. This lucky chap is a 
member of the Men's Club and his hobbies are hunting, fishing, and 
sports. 
ELLEN R. HANSEN 
Let us here name 
Ellen's interests and fame: 
Y.W.C.A., 
Glee Club and 
Basketball 
ARTHUR E. HARBISON, KKK 
From Oswego Normal, where first he had his start-
He came to good old S. T. C., did enterprising Art. 
He joined up with the Camera Club, and with drarnatic.'3, too; 
Was once the Section Captain and to Tri Kap is true. 
We all find him quite useful- he is so full of cheer. 
We want to say a little word- "We sure arc glad he's here." 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
EVELYN C. HARONEY Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
We find in Evelyn a combination-
Student, _athlete and musician. 
In the orchestra or in Nu Lambda Sigma. 
As treasurer of N u Lam bela Sigma or 
On the basketball field 
The best would Evelyn yield . 
MARION K. HART 
A worker in the Y. W. C. A. 
Marion surely did her part. 
Plus basketball and swimming 
You can see where lay her '"hart." 
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HERBERT J. HATCH, 'Ii'" Buffalo 
"Herb"-not a medicine but a tonic. He's a good cure for blues and 
similar maladies. He's a good member of the Men's Club and enjoys 
regular lnen's activities, such as hunting (and "loining" the English 
language.) He was captain of the '32 Hockey team and a member of 
the Baseball team 
THELMA M. HECK, Kfl.TI 
Junior Glee Club, '30 
Nu Lambda Sigma, Corresponding Secretary, '32 
Section Captain, '32 
Cap and Gown Committee, '32 
Spring Concert, '30 
MARY LOUISE HEFFLEY, fl.:1:E, Kfl.TI 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
Executive Council, Central Council, Social Program Committee 
Junior Glee Club, Senior Glee Club 
Representative, N. S. F. A. Conference, Atlanta 
Treasurer, Sophomore Class, '31 
Chairman Panhellenic Tea Dance, '31 
Chairman Assembly Program Committee 
DORIS M. HOARE 
Doris says her strongest interest is 
Glee Club, but she does not neglect 
Dramatics. When she isn't singing 
Doris reads- good books, too. 
THEODORE R. HOLDEN 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
"Ted" has learned a lot of extra facts about man and his surroundings 
hy attending U. of Buffalo evening courses. He is his most natural self, 
however, when he is presiding so grandly over the One-Year Voca~ 
tiona! class or when making himself useful in the Men's Club. Avia-
tion is his strong outside interest. 
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HELEN M. HOLSTEIN, L',:1:E Ebenezer, N. Y. 
Junior Glee Club, '30; Senior Glee Club, '31,'32; 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, Chaplain, '32; Swimming, '32; 
Song and Motto Committee, '32 
RUTH D. HOTH, L',2:E Orchard Park, N. Y. 
Junior Girls Glee Club, '29,'30; Y. W. C. A., '30,'31; 
Nu Lambda Sigma, '30,'31; Delta Sigma Epsilon, Secretary, '32; 
Section Captain, '30,'31. 
BERNADETTE HUBER Buffalo 
Bern deserves a lot of credit for maintaining a high standing, while 
doing much outside work. 
LEONARD E. HUCK Williamsville, N . Y. 
Plumbing is a trade that runs in "Len's" family. N ot that he is actually 
studying to be a plumber himself but the way he plunges into things 
and the way he often forgets his tools, shows that the desirable traits 
have been inherited. 
GLEASON E. HUPP, KKK Buffalo 
Everybody meets a "Huppie" somewhere along the wal~s of hfe. We find 
him in: 
Reserve Basketball Team 
Athletic Association 
Spring Play 
Camera Club 
Men's Club 
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ROBY E. HYDE Appleton, N. Y. 
In 1929 Roby joined the Junior Girls Glee Club 
In 1931 she advanced to the Senior Girls Glee Club 
And also took on membership 
In the Y. W . C. A. and 
The NOD-Resident Association 
LUCILLE H. INGALSBE, IM8 
Pi Delta Theta has claimed 
Lucille -for a member 
And just for diversion 
She plays basketball. 
EDWARD 1. INMAN Buffalo 
Fr01n the presidential center, W ashington, D. C., "Doc,"a graduate 
of Bliss Electrical School, found his way down here to S. T. C. Since 
he has been j n his new home, be has become a successful member of 
the Men's Club and the Cap and Gown Committee. For recreation he 
goes for swimming in a big way. 
GERALDINE JEMISON, A:1:A Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Hobart may take up a lot of Jerry's mind and time- but hasn't kept 
her from being an active member of Alpha Sigma Alpha and the Y. 
And as for Literature, perhaps inspiration does come from afar. 
EUNICE JONES Buffalo 
Eunice came from England, and now, strange to say, wants to go back 
there and use our methods in their schools. She'll do it well, too. 
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MARY KEDDIE, II~E North Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Senior Girls Glee Club; Nu Lambda Sigma; 
Section Captain, '30; 
Vice,President, Sophomore Class; 
Y. W. C. A., '31; 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, President, '32; 
Senior Day Play, '32. 
EDWIN W. KIRK, KKK Eb N Y enel;er, . . 
~'Et ttL 'Brute' "-not as an enemy but as a friend he extends his dagger 
mta the 
Basketball Team 
Men's Club 
Campus Club 
Field of Social Work 
FREDERICK R. KRASSEL T Cattaraugus, N. Y. 
Freddy is the friendly sort, who hides behind his smiles 
All the bits of mischief and his charming guiles. ' 
Spends his time in practicing- on new orchestral strains 
Sends forth in assembly, most beautiful refrains; 
Also to the Men's Club, he is a worthy member, 
And his school work, it is great, as far as we remember. 
GERTRUDE KRENZ 
G lee Club 
Ease in mathematics 
R oller skating 
Talking 
MARGARET LAHIFF 
Marg li~es to: 
Dance 
Swim 
Play basketball 
Go to sorority meeting 
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FRANCIS G. LANG 
He may be "Frank," he may be bold, 
So far the last has been untold, 
But whether bold or whether "Frank" 
We find a chap of highest rank. 
He's member of the Record Force-
East Syracuse, N. Y. 
And with the Men's Club?- Why, of course. 
KEITH H. LEWIS, "'ii>, KIIII 
. Has shown his special aptitudes in 
Psi Phi and Kappa Delta Pi 
Men's Glee Club 
Camera Club 
The Record 
Cap and Gown Committee 
MARY CATHERINE LINK 
Mary calne to us from Syracuse 
And with her brought a talent 
For she is one who makes 
Our Senior Girls' Glee Club fine. 
RUTH M. LYTLE 
Record, '28-'29, '31:32 Feature Editor, '29 
Dramatic Club, '28,'29 
N. R. A., '28-'29, Secretary-Treasurer, '29 
Basketball, '28:29 
Play Day Representative, Geneseo, '31 
HELEN FRANCES MALONEY, IIlIe 
Middleport, N. Y. 
East Aurora, N. Y. 
Salem, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
Helen's chief interest sounds rather simple-that of syllabifying 
words, or playing golf, but what she does isn't so simple. She has 
'played basketball for three years, was Play Day Delegate in '31, en· 
joys archery, swimming and tennis, playing on school teams in each, 
and was sorority secretary in '31~'32_ 
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SALVATORE P. MANISCALCO, KKK Brooklyn, N. Y. 
He lets all his best friends call him "Sal." He has so many who qualify 
as friends that we hear "Sal" in Kappa Kappa Kappa, Men's Glee 
Club, Men's Club, Campus Club and the Basketball team, Sal has had 
previous work in New York University. 
MARGARET LORRAINE MANK, A~T Lockport, N. Y. 
In Alpha Sigma Tau, Margaret has served as -Vice-President and as 
acting President during '31-'32. She has always found time for the 
Y. W. C . A. and Panhellenic Association. 
HELEN V. MARKMAN, IIL'.8 
Pi Delta Theta, Secretary, '30 
Vice-President, '31 
Basketball, '29-'30-'31 
Y. W.C. A. 
VERN A E. MARSHALL 
"Vern" showed her capability 
As Editor of the Student Handboo~, '31; 
In-her interest in student activities as 
a member of Ecosa, '31. 
HELEN MAR TIN 
Buffalo 
East Aurora, N. Y. 
Buffalo 
Helen is an active Y. W. member, but we cannot understand why any' 
one with her brains could have so llmch trouble opening a locker. 
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CHARLES L. McINTOSH Delhi, N. Y. 
"Mac"-another Gandhi from Delhi-and loo~ what he has for himself: 
Circulation Manager of Record 
Member of Men's Glee Club and Men's Club 
Member of Invitation Committee 
Accumulated interest in traveling. 
GERALDINE M. McMAHON 
A very busy K-P member who found time to be 
Freshman Section Captain, 
Basketball player, 
Buffalo 
Dramatic Club member, in the Christmas and Spring plays, 
ANNETTA I. McNAIR, A~T 
From Geneseo N annal 
Archery, '31 
Dansville, N. Y. 
Alpha Sigma Tau, '30-'31 
KATHARINE C. MEAD East Aurora, N. Y. 
Wit and humor 
Add to Kay's charm, 
And thus she has made 
Her audience disarm-through her Dramatic Club 
membership. 
JOSEPH MERCHANT, KKK 
Diversion- Caricaturing and the Senior Ball 
Delight-Men's Club 
Demand-More tilne to study 
Decision- to become a perfect teacher 
Determination-his chief characteristic 
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RENE PHILIP MICHEL, KKK Troy, N, Y. 
"Mitch" is Chairman and Financial Secretary of the graduating Class 
of '32. How truly speaks the Senior when he says, "My wealth is in 
your hands." Rene is also a member of the Men'8 Club, and his spare 
time is spent in athletics and sports. 
JAMES H. MITCHENER Buffalo 
"Lord Kitchener"- what a n1C~name. 
Yet even with this assimilated obstacle, we may as well say that James 
has m.ade a name for himself. He is a member of the Men's Club and 
his class basketball team. His chief outside interests are camping and 
the fresh air in general. 
THOMAS I. MONTELEONE, KKK Irving, N. Y. 
Here is a pitcher with two handles, "Tommy" or "Monte." No mat-
ter the name, fame w ill be there anyway. He is Secretary of Kappa 
Kappa Kappa, a member of the Camera Club, Men's Club, the Record 
Staff, and the Handboo~ Committee. 
FRANCES MORAN Buffalo 
Although she was delighted when the grass fi rst began to grow on the 
campus, she doesn't let it grow under her feet . In spare time, she sings 
in the Junior Glee Club. 
HAROLD MOREY, '"'" 
Psi Phi is his fraternity, 
Lessons his concernity, 
The Club for Men his recreation, 
His part in football his elation, 
His outside interest never ends-
For it is that of making friends. 
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Lockport, N. Y. 
CLAIR A. MULDOON, "'''', ~'I' King Ferry, N . Y. 
"Mul" was busy as Historian of Sigma Upsilon, '32, as a member of 
the Campus Club, Men's Club and the Record Staff. His chief interest 
in school is fraternity, but outside of that it is just a row of question 
lnarks . 
MARY A. NEELON Lockport, N . Y. 
Both music and drama appeal strongly to Mary who fills a vital part in 
the orchestra. 
MARY V. NEILL, nK~ 
Keeper of the Archives of Pi Kappa Sigma, '31 
Basketball, '29-'30-'31 
French Club, '29 
Y. W. C. A., '31 
Buffalo 
MARY HELEN NEVILLE Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
As an athlete-
She plays basketball; 
As a linguist-
She belonged to the French Club; 
As a friend-
She is a loyal Y worker 
ALICE A O'BRIEN Buffalo 
Alice has a keen interest in sports. She's the kind you can always 
count on when you want to have a good time. Primarily, she is inter-
ested in basketball and swimming. 
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MILDRED O'BRIEN Buffalo 
In both Junior and Senior Girls' Glee Clubs, Mildred has found 
pleasure and the clubs ha";.c recognized her worth . 
MARIAN W. O'BYRNE, lTt,0 
Orchestra, '29,'32; Librarian, '32 
Pi Delta Theta, Registrar, '31 
Editor, '32 
Section,Treasurer, '31 
GENEVIEVE O'CONNELL 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
As an athlete, has engaged in archery, swimrning and basketball during 
the past year. She was a member of the French Club during 1930. 
MARY O'NEILL Buffalo 
The Freshmen of '29 made a good choice when they elected Mary their 
President. She has been a mem.ber of buth the Junior and Senior Girls' 
Glee Clubs. 
AMALIA L. ONODY Buffalo 
It's easy to tell that "Molly" is an enthusiastic athlete both in school 
and outside. She played basketball in '30, belonged to the archery 
team, and bowls when her lessons are finished. 
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MARIAN FRANCES ORDWAY, lTK:l:, Kt,lT Olean, N. Y. 
Her interests are scholarship, sorority- and. sports. She is a member of 
NOD,Residents Association, and of the Senior Ring and Pin Com' 
mittee. 
HELEN OVER TURF Buffalo 
We all know we owe Helen some credit for the success of the weekly 
paper. This work, and basketball, have kept her time well filled. 
DANIEL J. PAOLUCCI, '1'1' 
You. may find out now why Dan is always so busy: 
He's a member of Psi Phi, 
He plays basketball, 
He plays baseball, 
And does- well, plenty-in the Men's Club. 
HAZEL V. PARKER, KMI 
Buffalo 
Olean, N . Y 
"Parkie" has achieved success-by acquiring a good diaphramic tone. 
She seems to get inspiration (or maybe she practices rhetoric) strolling 
down the "cowpath." She also belongs to the Y. W. C. A. 
EDWARD A PAXSON, :l:T Buffalo 
Ed has been busy ever since he arriveJ at S. T. C. He has been a very 
capable President of the Student Association, '32, President of the 
Men's Club, '31, Section Representative to Central Council, '30, 
and Chairman of Moving~Up Day, '31. His interests have extended 
to the Glee Club, the Resern Basketball TnlTI, '30,'31, and to 
Dramatics (Spring Play, '31). 
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GLADYS R. PETZING Buffalo 
Her hobby-basketball, in which she is GOOD 
Her interest- the Y. W. C. A. 
HELEN E. PFEFFER West Valley, N. Y. 
Helen attended Oberlin College hefore coming to State. She has been 
particularly active in the Non-Residents Association. 
RUTH G. PHILLIPS Strykersville, N. Y. 
Ruth has been a member of the N. R. A., the Y. W. C. A., and of 
both the Junior and Senior Glee Clubs. 
MARY AGNES POWERS, A2:A Buffalo 
Girls' names weren't quite good enough for Mary so they call her 
"Willie." She is a member of the Orchestra, the French Club and the 
Y. W. C. A., and IS especially interested in sorority. Outside of 
school it is reading and sports andl-----
MONICA THERESA PUTNAM Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Here is proof tha.t one person hasn't been idle: 
Besides a strong interest in Student Government she was President of 
the Junior Graduating Class of '32, Section Captain, '30,'31, Play Day 
Representative, '31, a member of the French Club and the Y. W. C. A. 
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HAROLD REAR Syracuse, N. Y. 
Why do they call him "Hungary?" It might be because of his insatiable 
appetite for much activity- as he has served on both the Record ano 
the ELMS staffs, and as Chairman of the Men's C lub. He was a member 
of the Moving-Up Day Committee, '31, and enjoys golf, football and 
bowling. 
GLADYS REID Buffalo 
With exceptional talent, Gladys joined both the Orchestra and the 
Glee Clubs, and showed what she could do. 
EDITH M. REISS, AU 
Secretary of Alpha Sigma Alpha, '32 
Section Captain, '31 
Buffalo 
A special in terest in swimming, basketball and Special Delivery. 
CHARLES H. RHODES Erie, Pa. 
"Dusty" is his nickname, witty is his speech, 
Has but one ambitior.- yes, of course, to teach. 
Likes to take a motor car, pull it all apart, 
AnJ when it's put together, the queer thing is, it starts . 
Men's C lub 
VIOLET M. RICHARDSON Buffalo 
The kind of person who holds things together. Violet is a member of 
the Y. W. C. A. and a strong supporter. 
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ESTHER D. RlEGLE, Kt.II 
Tiny and sedate, 
Quiet and unassuming, 
But strong in good fellowshir-
Note , her Y. Membership. 
JOSEPHINE RIZZO 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
When she's not dancing, she's probably at a meeting of the 
Y.W.C.A. or the Current Events Club, '29-'31, or the Sociology, '29. 
JOHN ROBERTS, ",1> Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
It would take a page to write the record of "Joe Freiberg" and 
"Knute." He played basketball three years and has been Captain dur-
ing the past year, was Assistant Manager in '29. He is a member of Psi 
Phi, the Men '8 Club, member of Executive Council, Section Captain 
as well as Chairman of Section Captains, In spite of all this, he is 
musical and rather adept at handling members of the opposite sex. 
JOSEPHINE ROBERTS Lockport 
A smile and a cheery word make the world go round. "Jo" has both 
of them in large quantities . 
VIRGINIA ROSE, LLL Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Ginnie left in January and was m.issed a lot . Her preciseness, wit and 
good sense made her popular in sorority, on the International, and 
anywhere in the corridor that one would happen to see her short, 
smiling self. 
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ANNA E. ROSS 
West Winfield Training Class 
y, W, C, A., '32 
Orchestra, '32 
N. R, A., '32 
Ilion, N, y, 
STEPHANIE RYDER Sag Harbor, Long Island, N. Y. 
The Y. W, C, A. found a real little German in their midst when they 
gave their play this year. Stephanie keeps busy in the Non-Residents 
AS50ciation, and plays basketball as well as belonging to the Archery 
Club. 
WILLIAM C. SCHILL, KKK 
Bill's worthwhile activities: 
Basketball, Captain Varsity Team, '31-'32 
Men's Club 
Vice-President, Freshman Class 
Bill's other activities: 
Women 
JANICE A. SCHMIDT, IIt.8 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
The distinction of being a twin doesn't come to all of us. Besides that, 
she is a member of Pi Delta Theta, and, as we all know, an angel (in 
the Dramatic Club ') 
DOROTHY M, SCHULTZ Lancaster, N. Y. 
She li~es to write lesson plans, believe it or not! But she does have other 
, interests in life: 
Basketball, '30-'32 
y, W. C, A., '29-'32 
Archery 
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MARIAN ELIZABETH SCHUSSELE 
Dramatic Club, '29,'32 
Sociable 
y, W, C, A" '29,'32, Social Service Chairman 
Athletic 
Archery, '32 
FRANCES PAULINE SCIBETTA 
Olean, N, y, 
Buffalo 
Popular in her section and musical as well, Fran has been 
Section Treasurer, '30 
Marshall, '31 
Captain, '32 
A member of the Junior Glee Club, '30 
HARRIET I. SEALANDER, A2:A 
Cen tral Council, '29 
Y. W, C. A., '30i 31 
Graduating Class Council 
Class Day Committee 
Section Captain, '31 
Senior Day Play, '32 
NORMA SELLS 
Kenmore, N . y, 
Buffalo 
Athletics take her fancy, and her playing in basketball shows her great 
enthusiasm for sports. 
ALFRED W. SHUMAKER Warsaw, N . Y. 
A pro:Iu.ct of Warsaw Training Class-has become a member of: 
Men's Glee Club, '32 
Constitutional Amendments Committee 
Men's Club 
And~is a good Student Song Leader, 
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LUCY M, SIRECI 
Her abilities are many, 
Her enemies- very few; 
She has been Treasurer of the "Soc" Club, 
In the Y, shc's active too, 
In not only these but basketball~ 
We can call her "True Blue Lou," 
FLORENCE M, SMITH 
Has been active in 
Sociology Club, '29 
Summer Social Program Committee, '30 
Basketball, '30 
Y. W, C, A., '29 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
LOIS E, SMITH South Dayton, N, y, 
Her friends call her "Smitty." She has rivalled Robin Hoed in archery, 
and was good in basketball. She is interested in music and art, be~ 
longed to the French Club, the N , R, A, acd the y , W , C, A. 
LAURENCE H. SNYDER Amsterdam, N. Y. 
"Lefty" finds a lot of pleasure in Ewin"'.ming and studying. Personally, 
the only connection to the re~t of ffi,mkind seems to be that he studies 
first, then washes his troubles away. 
WILLIAM H, STEVENS Schenectady, N, y, 
What an ideal student we have in this human form! Bill's interests in 
'school are classroom activities; at home they are assignments. He 
studied previously at Pratt Institute. 
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BERNICE STORMS Sandusky, N. Y. 
"Stormy" sings in the Glee Club, and her nickname belies her disposi-
tIon. The y, W. daHlls some of her spare time. 
MARlON STRATTON D 'pew, N. Y. 
"Tiny" has the appearance of the kind of person whom you just know 
loves music. She is a member of the N. R. A. 
MARION JANE SULLIVAN Buffalo 
Dancing- shows- bridge- books- swimming; a constantly active 
girl in her own circle, who nevertheless is interested in world affairs. 
She was a member of the Current Events Club, 1929-'30. 
W. MAURICE SULLIVAN, 'POP Lockport, N. Y. 
"Sully" needs a new hat, but, nevertheless, what is under the old one 
is still good. His activities have been membership in the Men's Club 
Student Director of the Men's Glee Club, Dramatic Club, Men'~ 
Quartet, Men's N. R. A., Campus Club, Orchestra, Christmas Play 
and Band DIrector. Music and Music are his chief interests. 
EDWARD SZARLACKI, 'P<P 
There's no doubt hut that he will be a good teacher. 
He is a member of the Men', Club and Psi Phi. 
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ELVERA C. TAUFFNER, IIilS Kenmore, N . Y. 
Her 'initials stand for her achievements: 
E-Iected Pi Delta Theta's Vice-President, '32 
C-apable basketball player 
T~ennis ability, too. 
RALPH R. THOMAS, KKK Buffalo 
Tommy is a very serious worker, but his seriousness has won him a 
place in the hearts of his fellow workers in Kappa Kappa Kappa, 
Executive Council, Men's Club, the Camera Club, and finally, of the 
Record Staff whose Editor-in,Chief he has been during his Senior year. 
JOSEPH A. TOMASINO Rochester, N. Y. 
.. Little Joe" has been 
The staunch Captain of the One-Year group 
A member of Executive Council, the Mel.)'s Club, 
Among the horns in the Orchestra, 
And on the "Moving-Up Day" Committee. 
ANNETTE B. TRAGO, SLf Williamsville, N. Y. 
Annette can't hide her artistic talents. We find strong evidences of 
them in the Y. W. C. A. and in Theta Sig. 
RUSSELL J. TURNER 
Some may come and some may go-
Some too fast and some too slow ; 
A go-between is happy RUB, 
He doesn't swear, he doesn't cuss-
But makes of life a pleasant game, 
Willowemoc, N. Y. 
The kind of chap who meets with fame. 
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ANNA BERTHA WAGNER Corfu, N . Y. 
"Ann" came to State from Corfu Training Class. She is a tnember of 
the Non .. Resiuents A ssociation, but is interested chiefly in teaching. 
ETHEL A. WAGNER 
Secreta ry, Sopholl"lore Class, '31 
Central Council Representative. '30 
Dramatlc Club, Secretary , '31, Vice-Presiden t, '32 
Christmas Play, '29, Spring Play, '30 
Basketball, '30-'32 
Ring and Pin Committee, '32 
ANN W ALLMEYER, IIt>f) 
President of Nu Lambda Sigma 
Chaplain of Pi Deit, Theta 
Y W. C. A. 
Dramatic Club, Christmas Play 
Archery 
l3uffalo 
Buffalo 
HOI3ERT G. WEBBER M alone, N. Y. 
Interest- Studies 
C lub-M en's 
Hobby- T raveling 
ELIZABETH C, WEBER, IIt>8 Buffalo 
Besides being in the Senior Girls' Glee Club for three years, Betty was 
active in sorority, and was President of Panhellenic in '3J. 
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PAUL M, WILLIAMS, '.!'<I> 
Psi Phi, President, '31, Vice-President , '30 
Dramatic Club 
Men's Club 
Interfraternity Council, '32 
Ticket Committee, Undergraduate Dinner 
ARTHUR E. WILLIS, ",<I' 
Kenmore, N. y, 
Lackawanna, N. Y. 
Art's a good old standby for any newspaper doings. 
Psi Phi, Corresponding Secretary, '30 
Record, Associate Editor, '32 
ELMS, '31, '32 
M en's Club, N. R. A. 
Summer Record, Busines..<; Manager, '31 
RALPH A. WILSON, 2:T 
"Give a man a book he can read, 
Buffalo 
Give a man a pipe he can smoke," and watch Ralph enjoy himself 
in the 
Men's Club 
M en's Glee Club 
EWALD L, WITZEL Rochester, N. Y. 
" A nobleman by birth" 
Witz is a friend of man and animal, and may also be considered a 
friend of the "poor, helpless" Co-ed. Between times he finds moments 
for his duties as Treasurer of the M en's Club andas Chairman of the 
Gift Committee. 
MARY E. YOUNG Dansville, N. Y. 
M ary has b:::en pretty busy her last year. She was Section Captain, 
a lnemher of the Y. w.e. A., N. R. A., amI Chainnan of the Invitation 
Committee for Graduation: It is very easy to .uncl ~rstlnd Mary's 
interest in Student Government. 
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GRADUATES 
FRANK A. BANYAS 
MARY EUGENIA BEARE 
ETHEL I. BLEY 
JOHN BUTLER 
RUTI-I L. CHAMBERLAIN 
PEARL COLE 
MARY CATHERINE DEBle 
MARY BEATRICE DEVLIN 
JENNIE Dr CESARE 
HOWARD A. GEORGE 
MARGARET HAYDEN 
DORIS HICKEY 
MARGARET JANE JONES 
MARY GRACE LAB CE 
OLIVE E. LABu. 
H. GEORGE MURPHY 
MRS. TWYLA NACHTRIEB 
KATHRYN W. PEACOCK 
WILLIAM E. PIKE 
HARRY]. SALMON 
EVELYN E. SKINNER 
NORMA KATHRYN TOE LSTN 
LAURA EDYS WARD 
MABLE H. WEBSTER 
MARIE WEKENMANN 
FRANCES M. YENSAN 
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College Days 
Graduation days are almost here 
And with them four long years of college are ended. 
Though it's almost time for us to part 
We will leave with the fondest memories. 
Chorus 
College days, the happiness of youth; 
College days, of joys we'll long remember; 
College days, of ecstasies fading 
In our hearts they will always live and never die. 
Days filled with love and with friendships tender; 
Days that are gone, leaving memory's splendor. 
Golden days in the sunshine of youth; 
College days, too soon gone. 
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Junior Degree Activities 
The Junior Degree Cia .. started on its eventful year by helping the Junior Class with the Junior' 
Freshman Big-Sister Movement and Basket Picnic. 
On November 12 a tea was held in Social Centers A and B in honor of the Faculty. Having 
proved themselves capablc of entertaining, the Faculty invited the Juniorstoassistthem in the Annual 
Faculty Reception to the Freshmen. 
Co.-operating with the Junior Class the third year group won second place in the Interclass Sing, 
the class song being written by a Junior Degree girl. 
The next eventful item of the year was the Junior Prom, held December 28 at the Consistory. 
One of the most worthwhile projects sponsored by this class was the care of the display case in the 
north wing of the first floor. Exhibits from various departments of the college were arranged weekly. 
The climax of the year came with the Junior Degree assembly, depicting the history of the school, 
using slides from the Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration. At this time the class presented the school 
with a check to aid in "equipping to the finest compartment," in this case, a tennis court. 
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MARY PLANT 
AUDREY HENDERSON 
EILEEN O'DAY 
CLAIRE PROZELLER . 
O'DAY. PLANT, HENDERSON, PROZELLBR 
Junior Degree Class 
OFFICERS 
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President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
What Would Happen: 
If Eddie Paxson and Mary weren't good friends; 
If Alice Fisher wore floor-length skirts with trains; 
If Art York could marry all the girls to whom he has proposed; 
If Ralph Thomas weren't so bashful; 
If Marion Baumgarten practiced everything she preached; 
If Fran Bellanca developed a sour disposition; 
If Wes Ketcham stopped playing to the gallery; 
If Bill Schill should lose his curly wig; 
If Betty Murphy were a day ahead with Record write-ups; 
If Jenora Bentley and M argaret McEneny received anything less than A's; 
If Joe Tomasino didn't keep Executive Council alive; 
If Ralph Boniface should lose his voice; 
If Ruth Brems should fai l to bring "forth a cute idea; 
If Wes Hutchinson couldn't find a job for everybody; 
If Mary Heffley developed a perfect constitution; 
If Kathleen Ketcham sl\ould stop studying; 
If Lloyd McIntyre always told everything just so; 
If Les Hannan should fail to think; 
If Fran Manley danced with another girl; 
If Bea Rosebrock forgot the ELMS; 
If Flora Donohue missed a comment; 
If Eleanor Scharlack and Bum Wende should become separated; 
If Ruth Poor weren't so busy; 
If H. George Murphy should agree with anybody; 
If Marion Niederpruem should forget Art Kraft; 
If Catherine Cunningham could elect all officers herself; 
If Ralph Robertson should drop an oar; 
If Bill Pike stopped talkin~ in assembly; 
To Alice-if John Craine s car was stolen; 
If Lyall Bush couldn't blush; 
If Eleanor Hird had only one coat; 
If Eleanor Bie~i nger dido't collect any more money; 
If Ann Bloom's finger nails became naturalized; 
If Al Ottenot failed to "Move up" on that fateful day; 
If Mary Daly's biscuits should rise; 
If "Ureeka" Roach couldn't find enough recipes for gingerbread; 
If Theresa Cappola failed to serve the "Recorders" with swell suppers; 
If Candace Doelman hadn't attended M errill Palmer; 
If Elsie Gieel and Win Allen should lose their sense of humor; 
If Fran Page remembered all appointments; 
If John Battaglia should forget "How to manage;" 
If Jack Roberts couldn't tap dance; 
If Maurice Sullivan's musical notes became unharmonious; 
If Hancock didn't produce a story; or 
If Gene Frank should lose his horse laugh? 
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Sophomore Activities 
'The Sophs-
Ran an Assembly 
Bothered the Freshmen 
Had a reception for the Freshmen 
Won the Interclass Cheering Contest 
Were fourth in the Interclass Sing 
Gave their Annual Sweater Dance 
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V. BARTLETT 
DAVID COOTS 
MARJORIE MORELAND 
FRANK BREWSTER 
BREWSTER, BARTLETT, MORELAND, COOTS 
Sophomore Class 
OFFICERS 
lO7 
President 
V ice-President 
Secretary 
'Treasurer 
,> 
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Freshman Activities 
Our Fresnmen-
Gave two trees to the school 
Had their class party in the Practice &hool Gym 
Had their faces painted with lipstick during Freshman Week 
Came in third in the Interclass Sing (although they admit they had the best 
costuming) . 
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THEODORE KOTTING 
BETTY GALLAGHER , 
HAROLD MILWARD 
F RANeES KEEFE 
MILWARD, KEEFE, CALLAGHER, KOTTING 
Freshman Class 
OFFICERS 
President 
WALTER HEFFLEY (Elected February, 1932) 
V ice-President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
III 
r 
FRANK, KIRK, PAXSON 
MANLEY, HUTCHINSON, MURPHY, THOMAS, YORK 
Freshman Camp Committee 
HOW ARD GEORGE, G EORGE MU RP HY 
EDWIN K IRK 
LES D IBTRICH 
EUGENE. FRANK 
EDWARD PAXSON. 
A RTHUR YORK 
FRANCIS MANLEY 
RALPH THOMAS . 
WESLEY HUTCHINSON 
J OHN EIGENBROD . 
Co-Directors 
Arrangements 
Arrangements Assista.nt 
Athletics 
Aquatics 
Councils and Songs 
Registrar--Secretary 
Assistant Secretary 
Bu.siness Manager 
Publicity 
The Freshman camp for men takes the place of an Orientation course, in which freshmen are intro' 
duced to the standards, activities and athletics of State. They have an opportunity to m'eet some 
of the faculty members, and, that which is most important, to learn to know the men with whom 
they will be associated in college. The camp is on Lake Erie, near Angola on the Lake, and is held 
three days before the opening of school in September. 
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BOURGEOIS, HEATH, FABER, DYKSTRA, ORDWAY, HECK, BYRON, ECKHARDT 
BECKER, LEWIS, WENDE, HEFPtEY, MISS CYR, MRS. GEMMILL, MISS ENGLBBRECK, MISS HIRSCH, 
BREMS, BORST, MCINTYRE 
MR. ROOT, MR. PUGSLEY, BENTLey, MCENENY, KLINE, GUENER, DR. ROCKWELL, DR. NEUMANN 
MARGARET MeENENY 
PRANCES KLINE 
JENORA BENTLEY 
MARGARET GUENBR 
Kappa Delta Pi 
OFFICERS 
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President 
V ice~ President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
WILLIAM BECKER 
JENORA BENTLEY 
LILLIAN BOURGEOIS 
RUTH BREMS 
DOROTHY BYRON 
CANDACE DOELMAN 
MARGARET GUENER 
MARTON BORST 
F RANeES DYKSTRA 
MARGARET FOISSET 
ELEANOR HIRD 
GERALDINB JEMISON 
-tile elms 
MARGARET Me ENENY 
Kappa Delta Pi 
MEMBERS 
Class of 1932 
BERNARDINB W ENDB 
Class of I933 
Pledges 
KATHLEEN KETCHAM 
MRS. TWYLA NACHTRTEB 
HAZEL PAR KBR 
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JANE HEATH 
MARY HEFFLEY 
FRANCES KLINE 
KBITH LEWIS 
MARGARET McENENY 
LLOYD ~fcINTYRE 
MARIAN ORDWAY 
LORRAINE F ABBR 
THELMA HECK 
ETHEL POHLE 
ESTHER RIEGLE 
MARGARET SCHUETZ 
r 
KERN, REYNOLDS, PROZELLER, MULLER, SHARLOCK, HILL" WENDE, MEYER, COlUNS, 
HEFFLEY, SIMMONS, FOISSET, SEIBEL, BEARE, KEDDIE, RUSSELL, PACE 
DALY 
ELIZABETH WEBER 
MARGARET FOISSET 
FREDA MEYER 
EUGENIA BEARE 
MISS ROEHSLER 
Panhellenic Association 
OFFICERS 
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President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secreta.ry 
'Treasurer 
Faculty Advisor 
MARGARET DALY 
EUGENIA BEARE 
CANDACE DOHlMAN 
JA NICE COLLINS 
MARGARET FOISSET 
FREDA MEYER 
VIRGINIA KERN 
EUZABI!Tli WEBER 
Panhellenic Association 
MEMBERS 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
MARJOlUE MORELAND 
Alpha Sigma 'Tau 
CLARE PROZELLER 
Delta Sigma EpSilon 
MARY H EffLEY 
Fi Delta 'Theta 
ELOISE HILL 
ELIZABETH WEBER 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Z.ITA MULLER 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
ELEANOR ScHARLOCK 
Theta Sigma U psi/on 
FRANCI!S PACB 
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BEATRICE SIMMONS 
E LSA PROZ tLER 
DoROTHY KIRK 
MARION SEIBEL 
BERTHA REYNOLDS 
BERNARDlNE WENDS 
MARY RUSSELL 
r -
JEMISON, DALY, MCCRACKEN, DUPPY, BURNS, FALKNER, MORELAND, DONNIG AN, HEDDEN, 
OTTENOT 
HALLER, GREGOR, NELSON, POWERS, HANLEY, GREENWOOD, BURNS, DREMS , GLICK, HEIST I 
SINCLAIR 
MCCUMBER, SEALANDER, LYNCH, MISS SMALL, SIMMONS, GORHAM, RBrSS, BARTLETT, STOW:U, 
BeATRICE SIMMONS 
ALlCE GORHAM 
EDITH REISS 
ELIZABETH LYNCH 
VERNABELLE BARTLETT 
DORIS PALMER 
HARRIET SEALANDER 
ALWILDA MCCUMBER 
MISS ELIZABETH SMALL 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
OFFICERS 
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President 
Vice' President 
Secretary 
'Treasurer 
Registrar 
Chaplain 
AI"mni OjJic<r 
Editor 
Faculty Advisor 
r 
BEATRICE SIMMONS 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
MARIAN BURNES 
MARGARET MARY BURNS 
RUTH BREMS 
MARGARET DALY 
DOROTHY DUFFY 
MADELINE FAULKNER 
A LICE GORHAM 
ELEANOR- GREENWOOD 
VERNA BELLE BARTLETT 
ALlCE GReGOR 
LAURA HALL 
ALICE HANLEY 
VIRGINIA DONNIGAN 
VELMA HEIST 
MEMBERS 
Class of I93 2 
OR': ADA SINCLAIR 
Class of I933 
SHIRlEY STOWELL 
Class of I934 
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LORRAINE HALLER 
GERALDINE JEMISON 
ALWILDA M CCUMBER 
ALBERT A OTTENOT 
MARY POWERS 
EDITH REISS 
HARRIET SEALANDER 
BEATRICE SIMMONS 
RUTH HEDDEN 
MARJORY MORELAND 
DOROTHY NIXON 
DORIS PALMER 
ELIZABETH LYNCH 
MAXINE NELSON 
a'OAY, MESMER, DONOVAN, THURSACK, EWELL 
FEW, BRINK, HIRD, Me NAIR, CRUICKSHANK, DRMONDE, MILLER 
ANDERSON, CREENE, DEARE, PROZELLER, MANK, JEWERT, SCHUBERT, BOLDT 
ELSA PROZELLER 
L ORRAINf MANK 
EDNA JEWERT 
MILDRED ANDERSON 
EUGENIA BEARE 
GRACE ScHUBERT 
DOROTHY GREEN 
DORIS BOLDT 
EUGENIA BEARE 
CLARE PROZBLLBR 
MISS CHAPMAN 
M ISS McLEAN 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
OFFICERS 
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PreSident 
V ice-President 
1\ecording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasu.rer 
Historian 
CUstodian 
Chaplain 
Senior Panhellenic Representative 
Junior~ Panhellenic Representative 
Faculty AdVisor 
Facul,y Ad •• wr 
1 
ELEANOR HIRD 
MILDRED ANDERSON 
EUGENIA BBARB 
MARIAN BoRST 
DORIS BoLDT 
CATHERINE BRINK 
DOROTHY DONOVAN 
FLORENCE CUNNINGHAM 
MARIE loUISE FEW 
ELSA l'ROZELLER 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
MEMBERS 
Class of 19J2 
ELSA PROZELLER 
Class of 1933 
Class of 1934 
HELEN THURSACK 
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EDNA ]EWERT 
CAROLYN EWELL 
DOROTHY GREBN 
LORRAINE MANK 
ANNETTA McNAIR 
MARGARET MESMER 
EILEEN O'DAY 
CLAIRE PROZELLBR 
EsTHER MILLER 
GRACE ScHUBERT 
RILEY, PLANT, GENTNER, GOPF, STORMS, KIRK, COWELL, HELPER, HOLME 
MILLER, COLBY, MORGAN, SMITH, COURTNEY, HOGAN, NASH, GRAVES, IiEPPLEY 
HOLSTEIN, KNOWLES, CHAPMAN, KEDDIE, MRS. GEMMILL, KNOWLTON, UPSON, NEUMAN, HOTH 
MARY KEDDIE 
CANDACE DOELMA N 
(Elected President Feb., 1932) 
MARY PLANT 
RUTH HaTH 
DOROTHY UPSON 
JEANETTE KNOWLTON 
MARY NEWMAN 
HELEN H OLSTEIN 
MRs. GEMMILL 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
OFFICERS 
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President 
V ice-President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Treasurer 
Historian 
Sergeant 
Chaplain 
Faculty Advisor 
JOSEPHINE CoLBY 
NORMA COWELL 
CANDACE DOELMAN 
MARY HEFFLEY 
GRACE COURTNEY 
MARGARET GENTNER 
HELEN GRAVP..5 
MONICA KNOWLES 
ELSIE MILLER 
LUCILLE CHAPMAN 
MARGARET GOFF 
MARY HOGAN 
DOROTHY KIR K 
MARY KEDDIE 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
MEMBERS 
Class of TOP 
Class of 1933 
Class of 1934 
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HELE N HOLSTEIN 
RUTH HOTH 
MARY KEDDlE 
JEAN SPEARS 
ELIZABETH MORGAN 
MARY PLANT 
DOROTHY SMITH 
EDNA STORMS 
DOROTHY UPSON 
JEANETTE KNOWLTON 
GERALDINE NASH 
MARY NEWMAN 
MARY RIL.I!Y 
DU RANT, LAHIFF, WEBER, DEGGS, lULL, WALLMEYER, RYAN, O'SYRN J:l 
KLINE!, MARKMAN, NYB, COLLINS, MISS GOVER, TAUFPNER, MALONEY 
J ANICl!. COLLINS 
HELEN MARKMAN 
ELVERA TAUFPNER 
HELEN MALONEY 
THELMA KLINE 
ANN W ALLMEYER 
HELEN BEGGS 
MARION O'BYRNE 
Pi Delta Theta 
OFFICERS 
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President 
First Vice .. President 
Second Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Chaplam 
Registrar 
Editor 
JANICE M. COLLINS 
LIDA DuRANT 
LUCILE I NGALSBE 
THELMA KLINE 
HELEN MALONEY 
HELEN BEGGS 
JANIC~ COLLINS 
Pi Delta Theta 
MEMBERS 
Class of 19J2 
Class of 1933 
MARIAN SfHBJ:!L 
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HELEN MARKMAN 
MARIAN Q'BYRNE 
ELVERA T AUP I" NER 
ANN W ALLMEYER 
EUZABETH WEBER 
MARGARI!T RYAN 
KINNE, ORDWAY, NOLAN, STEINBACH, BLIGH, JONES 
MISS RTNDONE, COOK, COOKE, MULLER, PALMER, WOODS, BOWERS 
ROSEBROCK, BAUM GARTEN, REYNOLDS, SWARTZ, MURPHY, LEVINE 
B ERTHA REYNOLDS 
BERTH A S WA RTZ 
MARION BAUMGARTE N 
BEATRICE ROSEBROCK 
MARGARET ForSSET 
A. MARIE MURPHY 
TH ELMA RENNING 
MARY NEILL 
R UTH LEVINE 
MISS MARY L O UISE McMAHON 
MISS M A RY RINDONE 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
OFFICERS 
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Prt'sident 
V ice, President 
Recording &cretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
<J'reasurer 
Corresponding Editor 
Pre.'ls Agent 
• 
Keeper of Arch,ves 
Sergeant,at· Arms 
Faculty Advisor 
Faculty Member 
\ 
MARIAN BAUMGARTEN 
ALTCE EARLL 
MARGARET FOiSSET 
RUTH L EVINE 
A. MARIE MUR PH Y 
MARY NEILL 
MARGARET BLIGH 
EI LEEN COOKE 
GRACE HEWITT 
ALICE KINNE 
V lRGlNIA BOWERS 
MARY M -ARGARET CoOK 
PHYLLIS CURREY 
BERTHA REYNOLDS 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
MEMBERS 
Class of ]932 
Class of 19J3 
C lass of ]934 
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MARIAN ORDWAY 
CATHERINE OWENS 
BERTHA REYNOLDS 
B EATRICE R OSEBROCK 
H ELEN STEINBACH 
MARGAR ET WOODS 
ZITA MULLER 
MARGERY PALMER 
THELMA RENNING 
BERTHA SWARTZ 
RUTH HOWARD 
PHYLLIS JONES 
LILLIAN NOLAN 
= =. 
ALVORD, IHESINGER, NEEDHAM, HSPIE, MAUTE, MARTIN 
FRITZ, CORCORAN, WHETSTONE, MISS BNGLBBRBCK, RICKARD, MEYER, GARRETT 
DYKSTRA, SCHARLOCK, WENDE, 8RACKETT, SIMON, CUNNINGHAM 
BERNARDINE WENDE 
KAROLYN BRACKETT 
FRANCES DYKSTRA 
WINONA SIMON 
ELEANOR ScHAR LOCK 
CLAIRE RUTLAND 
SHEILA CUNNINGHAM 
ELEANOR SCHARLOCK 
FREDA MEYER 
MISS ENGLEBRECK 
MISS ROBHSLER 
MIss BACON 
SigDla SigDla SigDla 
OFFICERS 
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President 
V ice~ President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treaw.rer 
Keep,r of Grad,s 
Sentinel 
Senior Panhellenic Representative 
Junior Panhellenic Representative 
Faculty Advisor 
Faculty Advisor 
Honorary Member 
ELEANOR BU:!SINGER 
GERALDINE CoRCORAN 
DOROTHY GARRETT 
HELEN GORMAN 
LOUlSE ALVORD 
BEATRICE CHALMERS 
KAROLYN BRACKETT 
SHEILA CUNNINGHAM 
VIRGINIA ESPIE 
MARL"- N FRITZ 
MARGARET KEHR 
HERNARDINE WENDE 
SigDla SigDla SigDla 
MEMBERS 
Class of 1932 
Class of 1933 
Class of 1934 
WINONA SIMOI': 
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VIRGINIA ROSE 
CLAIRE RUTLAND 
ELEANOR ScHARLOClC 
BERNA- DINE WENDE 
FRANCES DYKSTRA 
VIRGINIA WHBTSTONE. 
ELIZABETH MARTtN 
MARIE MAUTE 
FREDA MEYER 
JANET NEEDHAM 
MARION RICKARD 
1 
VIRGINIA KERN 
INA MEAD 
DOROTHY GLASSER 
JESSAMINE THIEROFF 
MARY RUSSELL 
MRS. KIDENEY 
MIss DUPRE 
MISS PEEK 
TRAGO, TRACY 
WILSON, JOHNSON, MISS PEEK, PAGE, MISS DUPRE, RUSSELL 
ADODR,. THIERO!;,F, MEAD, KERN, GLASSER, MRS_ KrDENEY 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
OFFICERS 
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President 
Vice~President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Editor 
Faculty Advisor 
Patroness 
Patroness 
VIRGINIA KERN 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
VIRGINIA KERN 
INA]. MEAD 
RITA M. ADOOR 
DOROTHY C. GLAS'.:ER 
DOROTHY M. JOHNSON 
MEMBERS 
Class of I932 
NORMA 1. WILSON 
Class of T9JJ 
JESSAMINE S. THrERDF!' 
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ANNETTE B. TRAGO 
FRANCES PAGE 
MARY C, RUSSELL 
VIRGINIA L. SMITH 
INA J. TRACY 
HENDERSON, SCHUETZ, SWARTZ, MCC UMBER, UPSON, BOURGEOIS, WARD 
BUSEK IST, STEINBACH, LEVI NE, DU RANT, DALY, DOELMAN, BRICK 
LIDA DuRANT 
RUTH LEVINE 
MARGARET DALY 
CANDACE DOELMAN 
HELEN STEI NBACH 
LILLIAN BO URGEOIS 
IRENE GRICK 
EDNA BUSEK IST 
AUDREY HENDERSON 
M ISS MYRTLE CAUDELL 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
LI LLIAN v.,' ARD 
Facu.lty Advisor 
M Iss MILDRED SIP!' 
Fa.culty Members 
M Iss M ARTHA P RATT 
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President. 
V ice .. President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Historian and Editor 
ALWILDA M CCUMBER 
MARGARET ScHUETZ 
BERTHA SWARTZ 
DOltOTHY UPSON 
MISS M ARGARET SH ADDUCK 
I 
I 
r 
ORENDORF, WI LLIAMS, THOMAS, BURNS 
MR. PHILLIPPI, MR. PERK[NS, EATO N, HUTCHINSON, ZIEH L, MR. WETlER 
W ESLEY H UTCHINSON 
A RTH UR E ATON 
F LOYD ZIEH L 
RALPH THOMAS 
PAUL WI LLI AMS 
JAMBS B U RNS 
Interfraternity Council 
OfFICERS 
MEMBERS 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
Psi Phi 
Alpha Ch, 
!3} 
President 
V ice-President 
Secretary 
MR. I. C. PERKINS 
Roy O RENDORf 
. MR. WEBER 
._----, 
BALDWIN, MANISCALCO, COOTS, BENTON, CECIL, BUTLER, KETCHAM, SCHILL, FRANK, SANFORD, COOK 
BREWSTER,TUCHOLSKI, ARMSTRONG, HARB ISON, MR. CLEMENT, MR. MORRICB, MR. FONTANA, 
KOBNIG, LYNCH, BATTAGLIA 
HUPP, CRAINE, THORPE, EVANS, EATON, THOMAS, KIRK, MONTELEONE, SULLIVAN 
ARTHUR EATON 
RALPH THOMAS 
THOMAS MONTELEoNn 
ALBERT TnORPE 
JOHN EVANS 
JOHN CRAINE 
EDWIN KIRK 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
OFFICERS 
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President 
V ice-President 
Secreta.ry 
Corresponding Secreta.ry 
Treasurer 
Chaplain 
Sergeant 
, ~. 
CLARE ARMSTRONG 
El'WORTH BALDWIN 
FRANK BANYAS 
J OHN BATTAGLIA 
LEICESTER BENTON 
FRANK BREWSTER 
J OHN BUTLER 
loUIS C Cil 
CLARENCE CooK 
DAVID CooTS 
JOH N CRAINE 
ARTHUR EATON 
J OHN EVANS 
EUGENE FRANK 
ARTHUR HARBISON 
GLEASON H u pp 
ARTHUR EATON 
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
MEMBERS 
HOWARD W lfmEMANN 
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WESLEY KETCHAM 
EDWIN KIRK 
GEORGE KOENIG 
NORBERT LYNCH 
SALVATORE MANISCALCO 
THOMAS MONTELEONE 
HARRY SALMON 
DAVID SANfORD 
WI LLIAM ScHILL 
EARL SENGBUSCH 
ARTHUR SMITH 
ALLEN STEVENSON 
PAUL SULLIVAN 
RALPH THOMAS 
ALBERT THORPE 
FRED T UCHOLSKI 
t 
RICHARDSON, BANKS, SCHILLING, SMITH, SCHREIER, SONNER, TELLER, STUMPF, TRESCH, PAOLUCCI 
LINDNER, WRIGHT, GOLDBERG, WILLIS, MR . DEMOND, MR. QUACKENBUSH, MURPHY, BUSH, 
MARTELL, COFRAN, HOLSTEIN 
SULLIVAN, ROBERTS, LEWIS, ORENDORF, WILLIAMS, BECKER, BORKOWSKI, PIK!I, MULDOON 
Psi Phi 
OFFICERS 
PAUL WILLIAMS President 
Roy ORENDORF Vice,President 
JOSEPH H. BORKOWSKI Corresponding Secretary 
EDWARD SZARLACKI Financial Secretary 
WILLIAM BECKER Treasurer 
JOHN ROBERTS Chaplain 
HOWARD TRESCH Grand Vice,President 
WESLEY HUTCHINSON Grand 'Treasurer 
KEITH LEWIS Editor 
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HAROLD BANKS 
WILLIAM BECKER 
JOSEPH BORKOWSKI 
LYALL BUSH 
IGNATIUS CALLERI 
LESTER COFRAN 
GEORGE D _!. NNERBROCK 
HARRY GOLDBERG 
HERBERT HATCH 
RAYMOND HAZZARD 
W ALTER H EPPLEY 
RAYMOND HOLSTEIN 
FRANCIS LANG 
KEITH LEWIS 
ALBERT LIBERATORE 
PAUL WILLIAMS 
Psi Phi 
MEMBERS 
HAROLD LINDNER CHARLES SCHILLING 
JOHN LYONS EDWARD SCHREIER 
EDWARD MARTELLE TRACEY SKINNER 
CHARLES McINTOSH CORNELIUS SMITH 
WILBUR MONSELLE PAUL SONNER 
CLAIR MULDOON HERBERT STUMP" 
H. GEORGE MURPHY WILLIAM SULLIVAN 
EDWIN MUSTARD EDWARD SzARLACKI 
ROY ORENDORF ALDERT TELLER 
DANIEL PAOLUCCr JOSEPH TOMASINO 
WILLIAM PIKE HOWARD ·TRESCH 
CHARLES RHODES PAUL WILLIAMS 
ELMER RICHARDSON ARTHUR WILLIS 
JOHN ROBERTS EWALD WITZEL 
CARL WRIGHT 
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UNDNER, ANDERSON, MURPHY, HANNAN, EATON, TELLER, WILSON, GEORGE, BENTON, PAX~ON 
MR. PHILLIPPI, MR. ROOT, BUSH, WIEDEMANN, Me INTYRE, MULDOON, DR. NEUMANN, 
L LOYD F. Mel NTYRE 
H OWARD M. WIEDEMANN 
HAROLD T. HOBBEL 
LYALL M. BUSH 
CLAIR A. MULDOON 
DR. NEUMANN 
MR.~PERKINS 
DR. THURBER 
Sigma Upsilon 
OFFICERS 
Facu.lty Advisors 
DR. THURBER 
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President 
Vice' President 
Secretary 
Treasu.rer 
Historian 
MR, PHILLIPPI 
MR. ROOT 
EUGENE J. BEDASKA 
LEICESTER H. BBNTON 
LYAl;L M. BUSH 
ARTHUR EATON 
HOWARD A. GEORGE 
LESTER T. H ANNAN 
HAROLD T. HOEBEL 
HAROLD A. LINDNER 
T.LOYD 1'. Me INTYRE 
Sigma Upsilon 
MEMBERS 
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LLOYD F. l\.1cINTYRE 
CLAIR A. MULDOON 
H. GI!ORGE MURPHY 
EDWARD PAXSON 
E. ALLEN &rEVENSON 
ALBERT TELLER 
HOWARD M. WIEDEMANN 
RALPH A. Wn.sON 
I 
'WALKING 
BACK 
HOME 
TU-TRI-%5 
IN THE. 
flESH 
ATlIi'lTiON ! 
MR ZJ[(;fJtlD )...-:, ;Ja. 
I 
f 
JUV'K J's 
r 
ROTH, BARRIS, ESPIE 
DOWERS, POOR, BORKOWSKI, LEWIS, THOMAS, COOK, BOSTICK 
WIE&7.BOWSKA, YORK, WENDE, ROSEBROCK, MURPHY, RUTTENBER, LA¥8ERT 
BEATRICE D. ROSEBROCK 
A . MARIE MURPHY 
BERNARDINE WENDE 
HOWARD WIEDEMANN 
ARTHUR YORK 
MARIAN RILEY 
MISS IDA L. KEMPKE 
The Elms 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
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Editor-in-Chiej 
Business Manager 
Literary Editor 
Art Editor 
Feature Editor 
Photography Editor 
Faculty Advisor 
r 
A. MARIE M URPHY 
W. RECORD BARRIS 
V IRGINIA BOWERS 
JOSEPH BoRKOWSKI 
LENORE BOSTICK 
RUTH BREMS 
VIRGINIA ESPIE 
MARGARET LAMBERT 
DOROTHY BERGSTROM 
s 
BEATRICE D. ROSEHROCK 
The Elms 
ASSISTANTS 
Art Staff 
MARY MARGARET COOK 
CLYDE R UTTENIH!R 
Business Staff 
ELEANOR SCHARLOCK KEITH LEWIS 
ARTHUR WILLIS RUTH POOR 
Feature Staff 
ETHEL SCH UTT 
LESTER HANNAN RALPH THOMAS 
Typists 
LOTTIE WIERZHOWSKA 
Literary Staff 
ELSIE GYSEL 
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PATOUILLET, POULE, COVEL, PROZELLER, LAMBERT, OVRRTURt', HENDERSON 
POOR, NIEDERPRUEM, LYNCH, PRANK, KIRK, YORK, BUSEKIST, ROTH 
DONOHUE, GENTNER, COPPOLA, THOMAS, MAYER, GOFF, SCHUTT 
RALPH R. THOMAS 
MARGARET GENTNER 
EVA MAYER 
THERESA COPPOLA 
MARGARET GOFF 
ETHEL SCHUTT 
EUZABETH MURPHY 
EDWIN KIRK 
FRAN K ]. DEG.LIO 
HAROLD L. REAR 
FRANCIS G. LANGE 
CHARLES L. McINTOSH 
RUTH POOR 
AUDREY HENDERSON 
FLORA DONOHUE. 
Record Staff 
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Editor 
Associate Editor 
Associate Editor 
Business Manager 
Literary Editor 
FeatuTe Editor 
Sports Editor 
Sports Editor 
Proofreader 
Proofreader 
Circulation Manager 
Circulation Manager 
Journalism Instructor 
Exchange Editor 
Writer of Comment 
1 
THERESA COPPOLA 
LOIS COVEL 
ALICE DONOVAN 
EUGENE FRANK 
HEUN B LACKMAN 
EDNA I3USEKIST 
LOIS Fox 
HAROLD GOLDBERG 
GEORGE KOENrG 
The Record 
ASSISTANTS 
Reporters 
ALICE GREGOR 
PRANCI!S KEEFE 
BERTH A MANDrIl 
CLAIR MU LDOON 
Typists 
LUCILLE CHAPMAN 
MA RJORIE GOODMAN 
MARGARET LAMBERT 
Copy Readers 
MARY MONAGHAN 
Heads 
Business Staff 
IRENE Pox 
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RALPH R. THOMAS 
MARION NlEDERPRUBM 
V IRGINIA R OT H 
ARTHUR WILLlS 
ERNESTINE PATOUILLE!T 
PAUL SULLIVAN 
EVELYN SKINNER 
ETHEL POHI.E 
VIOLET RAYNOR 
VERNA MARSHALL LESTER HANNAN 
LESTER T. HANNAN 
Student Handbook Committee 
ASSISTANTS 
LOUISE ALVORD 
DONALD DOBBINS 
PHYLLIS JONES 
HAROLD LINDNER 
LLOYD McI NTYRE 
ELIZABETH MURPHY 
Evy OTS 
VERNA MARSHALL 
Editor from September to janUdry 19JI 
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Ed,tor 
ALICE FISCHER JOHN CRAINE 
N. S. F. A. 
The Seventh Annual Congress of the National Students Federation of America was held at 
Toledo, Ohio, the week of December 26, 1931. The students of the University of Toledo were the 
hosts of the representatives of colleges from all over the United States. Most of the sessions were held 
at the Commodore Perry Hotel, or at the University. 
Discussions of specific problerns which arise in many instances were successfully dealt with. 
Sessions were held for the different types of schools, colleges, normal schools and women's colleges, 
as well as co'educational institutions. Among the interesting personages attending were Dr. Henry 
McCracken of Vassar, and Dr. Ernest Wilkins of Oberlin. New ideas on student government, 
assembly attendance and athletic and honorary societies were gained, and have already been in' 
corporated to some extent in our own midst. 
The Toledo students were not lax in providing pleasant diversions. Both delegates feel greatly 
indebted to the Student Body for the opportunity given them to attend this convention. 
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r 
TOMASINO, SC HA RLOCK , CRA'JNE, ROSEBROCK, ROBBRTS 
HANNAN, THOMAS, MISS REED, DR. NEUMANN, YORK, PIKE, MURPHY 
CUNNTNCHAM, BAUMCARTBN, FISHER, PAXSON, MANLEY, BUSH, HEFfLEY 
--~ 
Executive Council of Students' Association 
EDWARD PAXSON. 
AueE FISHER 
FRANCIS MANLEY 
LYALL BUSH 
OFFICERS 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
EDWARD PAXSON 
Executive Council of Students' Association 
EDWARD PAXSON . 
A LICE FISHER 
FRANCIS MA NLEY 
LY ALL BusH 
LESTER H AN NAN 
J ACK R OBERTS 
W ILLIAM P IKE 
BeATRICE ROSEBROCK 
CATHERINE CUNNINGHAM 
H. GEORGE MURPHY 
MARION BAUMGARTEN 
MEMBERS 
President 
Vice~President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Editor of "Handboo~" 
Chairman of &ccion Captains 
Chairman of Assembly Program 
Editor of ELMS 
Chairman of Elections 
Chairman of Discipline 
Chairman of N. s. P. A. 
~ALPI-[ THOMAS Editor of .. Record" 
Jor-IN CRAINE President of A thletic Association 
CHARLES McINTOSH Representative of One Year Vocational Group 
MARY HEFFLBY, ELEANOR ScHARLOCK, ARTHUR YORK Re elected from Previous Cou.ncil 
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NEELON , BUCKTON, TOMASINO, I"rANNAN, TODORO, LEWENICHT, KESTER, EDDY, KR.ASSELT, 
CHANDLEil.:, BUNK, SULLIVAN 
MISS GYR, BROPHY, PITTERMAN, HANDLER, MCCONNELL, WRIGHT, LINDNER, ESTVAN, SCaUTI!N·, 
HILTS, MCtERNON, BECK 
SCHULTZ, HARONEY. GRIFPIN, NOLAN, DOMINICK, STEINBACH, ROTH, FISHER, POWERS, ROSS, 
LONGAKER, SPRAGUE, REED, SCHUTT, MISS HURD 
Orchestra 
Lt:STER T. HANN A N President 
HAROLD LINDNER 
MARVIN PITTERMAN 
MAR(QN O'BYRNE 
M ISS EDNA W. HURD 
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Secrecary-T re£lsu.rer 
Librarian 
Assista.nt Librarian 
Director a.nd Conductor 
•• 
FLORENCE DOMINICK 
ALTCE FISHER 
IRENE GRIFFIN 
EVELYN HARONEY 
HAROLD L IND NER 
LA URA LONGA KER 
FRANK EsTVAN 
SAMUEL HANDLER 
WI LLA RD HILTS 
EARL MCCONNELL 
Cello 
ROSAMONDE GYlI. 
String Bass and French Horn 
MAURICE SULLIVAN 
MARION O'BYRNE 
GENEVIEVE BUNK 
MARY NEUON 
J QSEPH ALMENDINCER 
'Tuba 
LEONARD BUCKTON 
Orchestra 
MEMBERS 
First Violin 
Second V iohn 
Flutes 
Cla.riflets 
'Trombone 
JANE SBARLl!S 
Tru.mpecs 
FREDERICK KRASSELT 
Pia.no 
VIVIAN SCHULTZ 
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7 
LILLIAN NOLAN 
MARVIN P1TTJ::RMAN 
MARY POWERS 
GLADYS REm 
V TRGINIA ROTIt 
HEUN STErNBACH 
H OWAR D McLERNON 
KENDALL ScOUTEN 
LUCIA SPRAGUE 
CARL WRIGHT 
Viola 
ROBERT BECK 
Saxophone 
LESTER HANNAN 
IRVING LEWENICHT 
ANTHONY TODa RO 
JOSEPH TOMASINO 
ALVIN KESTER 
Drums 
ETHEL ScHUTT 
L 
CROMWELL, REID, MAYO, GLASSER, GURNER, PARR, MEYER, DE me, RICKARD, BLOOM, 
MCCLATCHEY, WILSON, SLATER, DAMICO 
CA LZAVARA, RUSSELL, SCHULTZ, COLBY, HELFER, ACKERMAN, BULLOCK, SYRACUSE, BONERE, 
GRIFFIN, AUSTEN, HEFFLEY, KEDDIE, HOLSTEIN, MAGGIO 
KELSEY, NIXON, O'AMATO, CONNORS, FOISSET, MISS SPEIR, BREMS, BOLDT, CRANE, MCGEORGE, 
HOARE, STARR 
MORRISON, HYDE, MCCARTHY, PHILLIPS, GOODMAN, ZAJACZEK, MAST, GIRVEN 
Senior Girls' Glee Club 
OFFICERS 
RUTH BREMS President 
DORIS BOLDT 
GERTRUDE CONNORS 
MARGARET FOISSET 
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V ice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
ANNA BLOOM 
J OSEl'HINE COLBY 
V INCENZA COLICCHEA 
GERTRUDE CONNORS 
GRACE CRANE 
JANET CROMWELL 
RUTH DAGGETT 
FRANCES DYKSTRA 
VIRGINIA AUSTIN 
DORIS BOLDT 
HELEN BONERB 
RUTH BREMS 
JEANNE DAMICO 
MARY DEmc 
MARIAN FRITZ 
JOSEPHINE ACKERMAN 
ELIZABETH BULLOCK 
ESTER CALZAVARA 
MARIt: CARTl:iR 
FIDELIA D'AMATO 
RUTH DRENNAN 
EVELYN HARONEY 
Senior Girls' Glee Club 
MEMBERS 
First Soprano 
MARGARET ForSSET 
ALICE GIRVEN 
DOROTHY GLASSER 
ROSE GOODMAN 
LOmBE GRIFFIN 
MARGARET GUENER 
BERNICE HELPER 
MARY KEDDIE 
JOSEPHINE MAGGIO 
Second Soprano 
MARY HEFFLEY 
HELEN HOLSTEIN 
ROBY HYDE 
HELEN KELSEY 
FLORENCE LEVENDOWSKI 
AILENE MARVIN 
MARY MCCARTHY 
BETTY MCCLATCHY 
Alto 
DORIS HOARE 
DORIS HOLCOMBE 
MONICA KNOWLES 
MIRIAM KREASON 
RUTH MACKEY 
MARIE MAST 
FRANCES MORAN 
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DOROTHY MAYO 
FREDA MEYER 
BETTY MORGAN 
DOROTHY NIXON 
RUTH PHILLIPS 
GLADYS REID 
MARY RUSSELL 
STEPHANIE ZAJACZEK 
HELF.N MCGEORGE 
AILEEN MORRISON 
VIRGINIA PARR 
MARION RICKARD 
VIVIAN SCHULTZ 
JANE SEARLES 
VIRGINIA WHETSTONE 
MARJORIE MORELAND 
RUTH SALLACK 
ELSIE SLATER 
JEAN SPEARS 
ELIZABETH &r ARR 
Lucy SYRACUSE 
HELEN WILSON 
THURSTON, KRAUSS, O'DONNELL, MCKENZIE, OSBORNE, ROOT, CHALMERS, MANOFF 
ROHR, CASEY, MCCARTHY, WAGNER, CULLITON, M. O'DONNELL, KOEPERNICK , GOLDEN, Dr VITO 
HAYES, OEHLER, WIEDRICK, CAREY, GALSGIE, HOARE, DAVIES, KENYON, TAMOL, OLIVER 
RENY, MULLIGAN, MCGUIRE, O'BRIEN, MOORE, MISS MCMAHON, BONERB, ZYNCZAK, GREENE 
MILDRED BONERB 
CORDIA BURGESS 
MADELINE CAREY 
PHYLUS CASEY 
RUTH CHALMERS 
JESSlE CONSTANTINE 
HELEN CULLITON 
ONALEE DAVIES 
ANNE DECK 
CAROLINE DJ VITO 
JUNE GALSGlE 
PATRICIA GOLDEN 
DORIS GREENE 
ELIZABETH HARP 
LILLIAN HAYES 
Junior Girls' Glee Club 
OFFICERS 
GRACE O'BRIEN 
Secretary 
President 
CATHERINE MOORE 
MEMBERS 
MARY ANNE HOARE 
ETHEL KENYON 
MARY KERR 
DOROTHEA KERSCHNER 
MARJORIE KOEl'ERNICK 
LEONA KRAUSS 
GRACE LA BUE 
OLlVE LA BUE 
IDA LAUTZ 
KATHRYN LENNON 
AGNES MAHONEY 
BERTHA MANOFF 
MARY ELLEN MCCARTHY 
MARY KATHERINE McKENZIE 
ELBERTA MULLICAN 
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Treasurer 
MADELINE O'DONNELL 
RITA O'DONNELL 
DOROTHY OEHLER 
ZITA OLIVER 
MARIE OSBORNE 
EVA RENY 
LEONA ROHER 
ELIZABETH ROOT 
VIENNA SNYDER 
HENRIETT A T AMOL 
BETTY THURSTON 
FLORENCE WAGNER 
LUCILLE WIEDRICK 
ELSIE ZYNCZAK 
SCHRIER, STUMPF, HICKEY, HUBBARD, LEWIS, KOCH, MILWARD 
CHALMER, DRILLING, HILTS, EHMKE, FRANK, MCCONNELL, SCOUTEN , HUBBARD 
MURI'HY, MANGUSO, RESTORFF, THOMPSON, JONES , SHUMAKER, MARTIN, GERDRACHT 
MANISCALCO, SNlDERHAM, MR . CLEMENT, MANLEY, PAXSON, GlAMBELLUCA, DOBBINS, MILLER, 
PlTTBRMAN 
JOHN D. CRAINE 
FRANCIS MANLEY 
JACK BLOOM 
RALPH BONIFACE 
CHARLES BOWEN 
LAWRENCE BUTLER 
JEROME CHALMER 
FRANKLIN CLUTE 
JOHN D. CRAINE 
ALLEN DAIRS 
DONALD DOBBINS 
EUGENE EDDY 
NIEL EHMKE 
EUGENE FRANK 
HOWARD GEORGE 
CHARLES GERBRACHT 
Men's Glee Club 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice-President 
FREDERICK KOCH 
CHARLES GIAMBELLUCA 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
CHARLES GIAMBELLUCA 
ROBERT HICKEY 
WILLARD HILTS 
HAROLD HOEBEL 
ALVIN KESTER 
HAROLD KTNDNER 
FRED KOCH 
KEITH LEWIS 
LEONARD MANGUSO 
SALVATORE MANISCALCO 
FRANCIS MANLEY 
WILLIAM MARTIN 
EARL MCCONNELL 
CHARLES McINTOSH 
ELMER MILLER 
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HAROLD MILWARD 
GEORGE MURPHY 
EDWARD PAXSON 
M. PHILLIPS 
MARVIN PITTERMAN 
IRVING RESTORFF 
RENE M. SCHENKER 
EDWARD SCHRIER 
KENDALL SCOUTEN 
ALFRED S HUMAKER 
GEORGE SNIDERHAM 
W ALTER C. STEVE 
HERBERT STUMPF 
J AMES THOMP30N 
L~ 
-c:.:-___ -_~ 
BOLTON, RESTORFF, JERSZEWSKI, EHMKE, KENDALL, MANLEY, BUTLER, STEVE, GLANN 
MURPHY, DRISCOLL, PALMER, GRmLEY, ROOTH, SKOLNTKOFF, DONNIGAN, WALLMEYER, fRITZ, LYNCH 
SCHUSSELE, 1.EAVE, CONROY, WAGNER, LONGAKER, LANGDON, METS, KUTNER, BURNS, SCHUESSELER 
TRACY, MISS GOOSSEN, SHANAHAN, NIXON, ROBERTSON, MAYER, PATTI, GALLAGHER, MOLFESE 
DOROTHY MURPHY 
ETHEL WAGNER 
DOROTHY NIXON 
VERNABELLE BARTLETT 
ADELINE BOLTON 
CORDIA BURGESS 
MARGARET MARY BURNS 
LAWRENCE BUTLER 
FLORENCE CONROY 
DAVID COOTS 
CARMELA CORRETORE 
RUTH DAGGETT 
VIRGINIA DONNIGAN 
ANNE DRISCOLL 
NEIL EHMKE 
MARIAN FRITZ 
BETTY GALLAGHER 
MARGARET GENTNER 
Dramatic Club 
OFFICERS 
President 
V ice-President 
Secretary 
JOSEPH PATTI 
Evy OTS 
ADELINE BOLTON 
MEMBERS 
MAUDE GLANN 
CATHERINE GRIDLEY 
BENNETT JERSZEWSK I 
RA YMOND KENDALL 
MARY KERR 
HA NNAH KUTNER 
CAROLYN LANGDON 
EVANGELINE LEAVE 
LAURA LONGAKER 
BETTY LYNCH 
FRANCIS MANLEY 
EVA MAYER 
EMANELLA MEl'S 
E LMER MILLER 
CARMELA MOLFESE 
DOROTHY MURPHY 
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Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Sergeant~at~ Arms 
DOROTHY NIXON 
Evy 073 
DORIS PALMER 
JOSEPH P ATT! 
RALPH ROBERTSON 
MARIAN ROOTIi 
MARION SCHUSSELE 
HAZEL SCHUESSELER 
THOMAS SHANAHAN 
LUBA SKOLNIKOFF 
WALTER STEVE 
I NA TRACY 
ETHEL WAGNER 
ANN W ALLMEYER 
EDWIN WEllER 
, 
• 
= 
RICE, BRACKETT, GERSCHEL, ROTH, RUTTENBER, BARRIS, SPRAGUE, OSTRYNSKI, NOWAK 
CHASE, BRYANT, HOUSTON, COW, GRIDLEY, MR. CZURLES, COPPOLA, MURTON, KELVER, BAECKER, 
YOUNG 
LOREE, COOK, NlEDERPRUEM, HOGAN, CARMICHAEL, RILEY, BRINK 
MARY HOGAN 
GERALDINE LOREE 
MARY MARGARET COOK 
ANNA PERRY 
CHARLES BRADLEY 
W. RECORD BARRIS 
KAROLYN BRACKETT 
MARGARET BRYANT 
' IRENE CHASE 
MARY MARGARET COOK 
T HERESA COPPOLA 
JENNIE GERSCHEL 
HELEN Gow 
Art Kraft Klub 
OFFICERS 
Faculty Advisors 
STANLEY CZURLES 
MEMBERS 
CATHERINE GRID LEY 
MARY HOGAN 
MARGARET HOUSTON 
OPAL KELSEY 
EDITH KEL VER 
GERALDINE LOREE 
JEANETTE MURTON 
MARIAN NIEDERl'RUEM 
MARIE NOWAK 
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President 
V ice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
RUTH McLEAN 
HELEN OSTRYNSKI 
ANNA PERRY 
FRANCES RICE 
VIRGINIA ROTH 
CLYDE RUTTENBER 
L UCIA SPRAGUE 
ANNA STRANG 
LA V ERNE YOUNG 
JENORA BENTLEY 
BEATRICE PETIT 
PHYLLIS JONES 
RUTH HOWARD 
LANCKTON, SCHUESSElE, DOELMAN, MISS ENGLE BRECK, KINNE, HALL 
PLANT, HOW ARD , PETIT, BENTLEY, )Ol'\ES, MCCUMBER, PALMER 
y. W. C. A. 
OFFICERS 
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President 
V ice-President 
Secretary 
'Treasurer 
DOROTHY HALL 
DORIS PALMER 
ALICE KINNE 
MARY PLANT 
MARION ScHUFSSELE 
CANDACE' DoHMAN 
AlWILDA MCCUMBER 
DOROTHY LANCKTON 
MARY KEDDm 
MIss DUPRE 
JENORA HENTLEY 
y. W. C. A. 
CABINET 
Program 
Membership 
Publicity 
Finance 
Social Service 
World Fellowship 
Religious Education 
Entertainment 
Song Bool( 
Faculty Advisors 
MISS ENGLEBRECK MISS SHADDUCK 
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NOLAN, PROZELLER, LEVENSON, SEARLES, CARLSON, COVEL 
PALMER, QUINN, BODKIN, MR . HODGIN, COOKE, MULLER, GOFF 
SCHUESSLER, MAUTE, SEIBEL, WALLMEYER, MISS ROBSON, TOWNSEND, MAYER, SPEARS 
ANN W ALLMEYER 
JOSEPHINE COLBY. 
MARION SEIDEL 
THELMA HECK 
EVELYN HARONEY 
MR. HODGIN 
MISS ROBSON, MRS. GEMMILL 
VIRGINIA BODK'IN 
VIOLET CARLSON 
MARIE CARTER 
JOSEPHINE COLBY 
EILEEN COOKE 
LOIS COVEL 
RUTH ECKHARDT 
MARGARET GOFF 
Nu Lambda Sigma 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
EVELYN ·HARONEY 
THELMA HECK 
MARY KEDDIE 
FREDA A. LEVENSON 
MARIE MAUTE 
EVA MAYER 
ZITA MULLER 
L ILUAN NOLAN 
MARGERY PALMER 
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President 
V ice~ President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Literary Advisor 
Social Advisors 
CLAIRE PROZELLER 
ELLEN QUINN 
HAZEL SCHUE::SELER 
JANE SEARLES 
MARION SEIBEL 
JEAN SPEARS 
DOROTHY TOWNSEND 
ANN W ALLMEYER 
VmGlNIA ROCHE. 
RUTH LEVINE 
DOROTHY SMITH 
JANET NEEDHAM 
MARGARET DA LY 
EDNA STORMS 
. RUTH DEMOND 
DOROTHY Km.K 
AGNES MAHONEY 
LOUISE MCCRACKEN 
DEMOND, KIRK, MAHONEY 
STORMS, NEEDHAM, SMITH, ROCHE, MCCRACKEN, DALY 
Home Economics Club 
OFFICERS 
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President 
V ice~ President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Senior Representative 
Junior Representative 
Junior Representative 
Sophomore Representative 
Sophomore Representative 
Sophomore Representative 
._-' 
...,..,..,..,., '\ 
GEORGE MURPHY 
EUGENE FRANK 
CHARLES SCHILLING 
EWALD WITZEL 
MAC TNTOSH, BONIFACE, SONNER, HEFFLEY 
WITZEL, SCHILLING, MURI'HY, PRANK, THORPE 
Men's Club 
OFFICERS 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
N on,Residents' Association 
The N. R. A. was formed for the purpose of acquainting non-resident girls , boarding in Buffalo, 
with each otheL l ts chief purpose, which it accomplishes, is that of eliminating a feeling of loneliness. 
In S~ptember, 1931, the membership drive, in the form of a tea, was held in the social centers. A 
great many attended. Hallowe'en and Christmas parties were held, games and delicious refreshments 
being most important occurrences during the evening. A banquet was held in April, and was the 
climax of the year's activities. 
There are now sixty-nine members enrolled in the Association. 
OFFICERS 
BEATRICE MILLER 
GRACE HEWITT 
Lo[s Fox 
M [ss CLARK 
M[ss HEPINSTALL 
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President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Student Helper 
Faculty Advisor 
Faculty Advisor 
r 
CANDACE DOELMAN 
Merrill-Palmer 
Merrill-Palmer, the outstanding Nursery School of the United States, is located in Detroit. It was 
established in 1920, through the generosity of Elizabeth Merrill-Palmer, who left an endowment 
large enough to provide six buildings for the various projects fostered- by the school. 
Its purpose is quite similar to the nursery schools of old England, with courses of study in the 
physical and mental growth and development of the young child, nursery school teaching and kindred 
subjects. 
The faculty consists of eminent educators, professors and doctors from both sides of the Atlantic, 
augmented by special lecturers from various hospitals and universities throughout the United States. 
The students number about fifty, and come from every state and from abroad. They are both 
graduates and undergraduates. the latter being chosen by the faculties of their respective institutions. 
They are housed in small groups at the School, assuming the various responsibilities of a home. 
The Nursery School contains about fifty children, ranging. from eighteen months to five years of 
age. They are in school from nine in the morning until four in the afternoon. The day's routine con-
sists of physical examinations, mental tes ts, supervised Exercise and play, luncheon, story hours and 
music. 
It is a rare privilege for any child to attend the Merrill-Palmer Nursery School. It is also a rare 
privilege to be a student there. where one may study the theory of child care and training from actual 
contact with children of pre-school age. The Nursery School is an important factor in modern educa ... 
tion, and is receiving the widespread attention of the foremost educators of the world. 
- CANDACE JANET DOELMAN. '32 
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MR. FONTANA, PALME~, CRAINE, DONNIGAN 
Athletic Association 
OFFICERS 
J OHN CRAI NE 
VIRGIN1A DO NNIGAN 
MR. J OHN FONTANA 
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President · 
Secretary 
T reastl:rer 
Faculty Advisor 
The New Athletic Association 
In order to facilitate the work begun more than ten years ago in athletics in this institution, the 
Athletic Association this year 4etermined to institute a new constitution. 
Accordingly, when this plan was adopted, it was decided that the organization would consist 
primarily of the following: president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer of the AthletIc Asso~ 
ciation, and an Athletic Council whose membership" is recruited from the five classes, the faculty and 
managers of the various sports. 
The.aim of the Athletic Association, under the new constitution, is to promote sportsll1anship and 
a close spirit of friendliness among the students of the college, and to promote, foster, manage and 
direct athletic activities for both men and women. 
It is hoped that with the co-operation of the student body, the Athletic Association will prove to 
be of great benefit to our college. 
- JOHN CRAINE 
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ED. MUME1\THALER 
JOHN BATTAGLIA. 
BENJAMIN GOLD 
WILLIAM SCHILL 
DAVID SANFORD 
DOMINIC DEVITO 
THOMAS FLOOD 
ARTHUR YORK 
KENNETH CLUGSTON 
WESLEY KETCHAM 
WILLIAM SCHILL 
EARL GRISWOLD 
WILLIAM PIKE 
GOLD, DE VITO, PIKE, GRISWOLD, KETCHAM, BATTAGLIA 
YORK, SANFORD, SCHILL, CLUGSTON, FLOOD 
Varsity Basketball 
1931-1932 
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Coach 
Manager 
Business Manager 
Captain 
Forward 
Forward 
Forward 
Forward 
Forward 
Guard 
Guard 
Center 
Center 
GOLD 
December 4 
December 12 
December 16 
December 19 
January 8 
January I3 
January I6 
January 20 
January 23 
February T .1 
February 19 
February 20 
Febru.ary 26 
March 2 
March 5 
SCHILL BATTAGLIA 
Varsity Schedule, 
, , 
31 - 32 
State vs U . B. 
State vs Geneseo 
State vs Niagara 
State vs Alumni 
State vs Fredonia 
State vs Canisius 
State vs Mechanics Institute 
State vs Brockport 
State vs Oswego 
State vs Brockport 
State vs Mechanics Institute 
State vs Geneseo 
State vs Fredonia 
State vs Canisius 
State vs Oswego 
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Varsity Basketball Season 
Twenty-five candidates reported to Coach MU1Tlenthaler, who is taking Mr. Grabau's place during 
his absence, for positions on the varsity team. This list included many Freshmen. It also included the 
names of returning lettermen of '30-'31, Schill, Ketcham, Pike and York, giving promise of a strong 
te.un, 
State opened the season against the University of Buffalo, losing by a large score. In the remaining 
games, State showed on-and-otf form in meeting the best teams in Western New Yark. 
The highlight of the season was the week-end trip to Rochester and Geneseo, where State suc-
ceeded in defeating both schools on consecutive nights. The season was closed at Oswego, where 
State met defeat at the hands of a strong Oswego Normal team. 
The season was a very impressive one. Every indication is toward a very successful campaign in 
1932-33. 
New Cheers 
SKY ROCKET 
Clap hands (All clap hands) 
Stamp feet (All stamp feet) 
Whistle (Al1 whistle) 
Siss- s- s-s- s 
Boom 
Ah-h- h- h- h- h 
B S T C 
Rah l Rah l Rah l 
DRAG OUT 
State state state 
Rah Rah Rah 
Rah Rah Rah 
Rah Rah Rah 
Team Team Team 
The success of a team often depends upon the moral support it receives from audience and efforts 
of cheer leaders. For two years, Simonton and Mann have led the cheering through victory or de-
feat, but always with plenty of pep and enthusiasm. 
MANN SIMONTON 
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EARL BRIGGS 
RICHARD STOTTLER 
GEORGE MANN 
RAYMOND ANDERSON 
RAYMOND GODfREY 
GLEASON Hupp 
ROBERT HICKEY 
GEORGE BENNETT 
EpWORTH BALDWIN 
EUGENE FRANK 
DRIGGS, HUPP, BENNETT, PRANK 
ANDERSON, MANN, PAOLUCCI, STOTTLER, BALDWIN 
Reserve Basketball, 1931-1932 
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Coach 
Manager 
Business Manager 
Forward 
Forward 
Forward 
Center 
Center 
Guard 
Guard 
., 
'. 
r 
Reserve Schedule, 1931-1932 
December 4 Reserves 21 University of Buffalo 7 
December 12 Reserves 26 Geneseo 9 
December r6 Reserves 14 Niagara University 37 
December TO Reserves 25 McKinley Vocational 14 
January 8 Reserves 17 Fredonia 15 
January ,6 Reserves 21 Mechanics Institute 23 
January 20 Reserves 26 Brockport 29 
January 23 Reserves 23 Grover Cleveland 24 
February r 3 Reserves 15 Brockport 17 
February 19 Reserves 20 Mechanics Institute 22 
February 20 Reserves 20 Geneseo 6 
February 26 Reserves 20 Fredonia 18 
March 5 Reserves 20 Oswego 21 
RESERVE SEASON. 1931-1932 
The most outstanding thing about this year's Reserve tealn is that they promi.':ie to provide an 
almost ideal line-up for the Varsity team of next year. The games that were lost were few, and of no 
particular significance. The traditional good sportsmanship and fair play were evidenced a1l during 
~he year. 
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BREWSTER, BROWN, SONN.lm., FRA NK, KETCHAM, CRAINE 
PAOLUCCI, ROBERTS, RICH .. \RDSON, CLUGSTON, FLOOD 
Baseball, 1931 
State played but four games during the 1931 season. Pitting his wits against the weather, Coach 
Eddie Mumenthaler managed to t ry various combinations against local teams in practice games. The 
first, that with Geneseo, at Geneseo, was cancelled because of rain. In the other three attempts, we 
suffered defeat, but that after hard playing. 
&hill, Ketcham, Paolucci, Clugston, Fontana, Hatch, Brown, Richardson, Legee, Sonner, Peck~ 
ham, Frank, Roberts, (captain), Flood (captain-elect), Craine (schedule manager) and Brewster 
(business manager) received the "8" , 
With many of the team back, we expect a successful season. The schedule has been lengthened, 
including games with Fredonia, Brockport and Geneseo. 
May 15 
May 22 
May 26 
May 30 
1931 SCHEDULE 
State 
State 3 
State 1 
State 1 
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Geneseo 
Brockport 
(cancelled) 
Niagara University 
13 
7 
5 Fredonia 
J 
HANKS, ROBERTSON, SMITH, EVANS 
Tennis 
Last year saw a stronger tennis team than any previous year at State. Coach Grabau drilled ~is 
men to the last word in tennis. With victories over Canisius and Niagara University, State ended Its 
season with a triple tie for Western New York College tennis championship. 
This year's team shows even morc promise. In the absence of Coach Grabau, John R. Evans i.s 
acting as student~coach and manager. Two of last year's varsity are back: Harold Banks and Net! 
Smith. The new men are Stuart O'Hagan, Harry Hatton and Frank Banyas. 
SCHEDULE 
Fredonia April 30 Brockport May 20 
. University of Buffalo May 4 Canisius May 21 
Brockport May 6 University of Buffalo May 25 
Canisius May 7 Geneseo May 27 
Geneseo May 14 Fredonia May 30 
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Coach ROY COUCH, BORKOWSKI, URBANSKI ,- MICHAELS, HUBBARD, 
HUTCHINSON, KOTTING, ROBERTSON 
BUSH, DAVIS 
BUCHTON, SCHREIER, 
RICHARDSON, CALLERI, SULLIVAN, SLOTKINS, MCCONNELL, ORENDORF 
Crew 
. 1 
Roy COUCH C hER oae LMER rCHARDSON Captain 
RALPH ROBERTSON . Manager JOSEPH SLOTKIN Coxswain 
. The Crew is trdined at the Bird Island Quarters of the West Side Rowing Club of Buffalo. Train-
mg season IS from M~rch unti~ ~uly, with a possible Labor Day race. It is the traditional college sport 
because of the selectIve condItions under which it operates. 
SCHEDULE 
Inter-crew Moving-Up Day races Syracuse Freshmen 
Penn State Freshmen Canisius vs State in June 
Canisius vs State headline crew event at Buffalo Centennial 
HOCKEY TEAM 
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Girls' Athletics 
This year, our college offered tennis, archery and riding for girls, in the fall and spring. There was 
an increasing interest in archery. One of the champion archers of Western New York has been 
assisting Miss Roach in instruction and supplying the novices with bows and arrows. 
Swimming is participated in during the entire year; it is required of Freshmen. 
Basketball is the outstanding girls' sport. The upperclassmen have their own series, as do the 
Frosh, Twelve sections from all classes had enough candidates to form teams. The second year Home 
Economics girls won the upperc1ass tournament, and Freshman Section V won the Freshman contest. 
When these two played off in the final, the Home Ec Sophs proved themselves worthy of the cup. 
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SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
BREMS, BAUMGARTEN, JEROME 
SIMMONDS, BELLANCA, SNYDER, \VIERZBOWSKA, ACKERMAN, MAGGIO 
JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
COLLINS, SYRACUSE, MONAGHAN, BUSEKI8T, PLANT, EWELL, GENTNER 
WAGNER, PETZING, PETIT, RYDER, PATOUILLET, HENDERSON, CALZAVARA 
ROTH, MALONEY, LJE MONO, T ARBRAKE, NEVILLE 
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SOPHOMORE GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
DONN1CAN, ADAMS, SAUNDERS, BODKIN, ADCOR, BOOTH, McCRACKEN, GEStiORD 
HELFER, CHAPMAN, HOARE, HOWARD, KROG, KENYON, RILEY, WILCOX, ESl'lE 
CURREY, BARTLETT, DONOVAN, COLLICIA, KIBBY, MAHONEY, LILLIS 
FRESHMAN GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
CADY, McKENNON, CLARK, HALLAHAN, CALSGJE 
ORMSBY, SPRAGUE, MOORE, HOUSTON, STRANG, WEAVER, KLEINSM ITH 
CASEY, KERR, ZABKOWSKI, MAHONEY, McGUIRE, HOPPER, KEEPE, MOHR 
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Honorar, Chief Bum 
ChICf Sum.nc! rtert 
5econd Ses* Sum 
Ye Club 5c:ribe 
Bum Keeperof the Shekels 
Mascot 
fac:ult'l Advisor 
Ralph R. Thomas 
Joe TOlYlil$ino 
Red L.,,,ch 
ArT York 
JOII Roberts 
Ethel Schutt 
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Calendar for 1931-1932 
SEPTEMBER 
SEPTEMBER 5,7 Freshman Camp for men at Angola 
8 Freshman girls entertained at picnic by Juniors 
16 Kindergarten,Primary Tea in honor of Mrs. Shugrue 
22 Miss Clarine Bonnar lectured in assembly in "Arching the Pacilic" 
23 Dramatic Club Tea 
24 Home Economics Supper 
25 M ildred Hedin gave report on her trip to Europe 
Theta Sigma Upsilon's "Kick,Off" 
Dance in Gym 
29 Orchestra "Get' Acquainted" Dance 
OCTOBER 
OCTOBER 2 Sophomore Play in Assembly- "The Metamorphosis of a Freshman" 
Sophomore-Freshman Reception in Gym 
6 Executive Council Assembly 
7 N. R. A. Tea 
8 Orchestra's Annual Party 
9 Miss Houston spoke in Assembly on "Wonderland of the Great West and South, 
west" 
Tri Sig's "Deep Sea" Dance 
17 Interfraternity Stag Party 
23 Home Economics' Costume Dance in Gym 
Annual Interclass Sing 
27 Dr. Rollo Walter Brown in Assembly talked on "Romance of Being a Student" 
29 Y. W. C. A. Party for Freshmen 
30 General,lndustrial II Hallowe'en Dance in Gym 
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NOVEMBER 3 
4 
5 
10 
11 
12 
13 
16 
18 
20 
NOVEMBER 
Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen in Assembly 
Art Kraft Klub Tea 
Tri Kappa's "Chao Chao Hop" in Gym 
Harvard University Double Quartet in Assembly 
Panhellenic Tea Dance in Practice School Gym 
Junior Degree Class Tea for Faculty 
Kirby Page talked on "The Crisis in the Far East" 
Rabbi Silver talked on "Education and The Good Life" 
Panhellenic Candy Sale 
25-30 
Pi Kappa Sigma "Star Dust" Dance in Gym 
Thanksgiving Recess 
DECEMBER 
DECEMBER 7 The Martin Johnson's, sponsored by the Senior Class, with their film, "Wonders 
of the Congo" 
11 Alpha Sigma Alpha's "Holly Hop" in Gym 
11, 12, 13 Dramatic Club presented Christmas play "Holy Night" 
18 Dedication of our College 
Tri Sig's Holly Sale 
College closed for Christmas holidays 
28 Junior Prom at the Consistory 
JANUARY 
JANUARY 4 Classes resumed after Christmas recess 
12 Alice Fisher and John Craine give report of N. S. F. A. Congress 
15 Student Assembly Forum 
Psi Phi "Trail of '49" Dance in Gym 
22 Dr. Rockwell in Assembly talked on, "An Amateur Looks at the World" 
25-29 Examinations 
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FEBRUARY 
FEBRUARY 5 Alpha Sigma Tau's "Flunkers' Frolic" in Gym 
6 Registration for second semester 
MARCH 
APRIL 
MAY 
JUNE 
9 John Langdon Davies in Assembly spoke on "England, What Next?" 
19 Delta Sigma Epsilon's "Southland Shutlle" in the Gym 
22 Holiday- Washington's Birthday 
MARCH 
1 Student Forum 
4 Pi Delta Theta's "March Whirl" in Gym 
10 Stunt Nite, sponsored by the Art Kraft Klub 
12 Kappa Delta Pi Luncheon 
17 Scphomore Sweater Dance in Gym 
18 All Vocational Party in Gym 
APRIL 
13 Roy B. Kelly spoke on "Community Relations" to Senior Class 
15 Senior Day 
Senior Ball at Statler 
19 Horne Economics Day and -Open House 
26-27 Dramatic Club Spring Play, "Candida," by George Bernard Shaw 
26 Junior Degree Day 
29 Student Symposium with Mr. Ward of the State Department 
MAY 
6 Spring Concert by musical organi~ations 
18 Panhellenic Day 
21 College Play Day 
27 Moving-Up Day 
1 
13 
Undergraduate Dinner 
Examinations begin 
Class Day 
14 Graduation 
JUNE 
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Committees for Graduation 
ELEANOR BmSINGER 
SARAH FREED 
LESTER HANNAN 
RUTH BREMS 
EDWIN KIRK 
NORBERT LYNCH 
D AVID DAVIDSON 
DOROTHY DONOVAN 
ARTHUR EATON 
JOHN BATTAGLIA 
HAROLD REAR 
ELEANOR SCHARLOCK 
ELEANOR HIRD 
MARIAN BAUMGARTBN 
RUTH BREMS 
MARIAN BURNS 
FINANCE 
RENE MICHEL, Chairman 
SENIOR BALL 
FRANCES PAGE, Chairman 
ORCADA SINCLAIR 
RING AND PIN 
ALWILDA MCCUMBER, Cha.irman 
MOVING-UP DAY 
ALBERTA OTTENOT, Chairman 
SENIOR SPEAKERS 
LESTER HANNAN) Chairma.n 
IRENB Ross 
SENIOR DAY 
FRANCES BELLANCA) Chairma.n 
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RUTH LYTLE 
AMELIA ONODY 
RALPH WILSON 
JOSEPH MERCHANT 
GEORGE MURPHY 
ELEANOR J. SCHARLOCK 
DOROTHY MURPHY 
MARION ORDWAY 
ETHEL W AGNFR 
BEATRICE SIMMONS 
JOSBPH TOMASINO 
LAURA WARD 
EDWARD INMAN 
EUGImE FRANK 
RALPH THOMAS 
ARTHUR YORK 
TOMASINO, ROBERTS, WITZEL, MCINTYRE, HANNA, HOLDEN 
KEDDIE, BELLANCA, SEALANDER, BAUMGARTEN, OTTENOT, SCIBETTA 
MCCUMDER, MICHEL, fREED, YORK, PUTNAM, EVANS, YOUNG 
ARTHUR YORK 
MARGARET DALY 
RUTH BREMS 
RENE MICHEL 
FRANCES PAGE 
ALWILDA MCCUMBER 
L LOYD McINTYRE 
Graduating Class Council 
CLASS OFFICERS 
ELEANOR BmSINGER 
MONICA PUTNAM 
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN 
ALBERTA OTTENOT 
KEITH LEWIS 
EWALD WITZEL 
SECTION CAPTAINS 
FOURTH YEAR 
DOROTHY DUFFY 
JOHN EVANS 
SARAH FREED 
MARIAN BAUMGARTEN 
FRANCES BELLANCA 
LESTER HANNAN 
MARY KmDm 
FRANCES BELLANCA, General College ALWILDA MCCUMBER, Senior Home Economics 
THIRD YEAR 
HAROLD HOEBEL-Grammar I FRANCES SCIBETTA-Intermediate II 
MARY YOUNG- Grammar II FRANCES DYKSTRA- Kindergarten-Primary I 
THELMA HECK, ANNA CSWAYKUs-[ntermediate I HARRIET SEALANDER- KindergartewPrimary II 
JACK ROBERTs-Indu.strial 
JOSEPH TOMASINO, HERBERT HATCH, THEODORE HOLDEN- One Year .Vocational 
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Class Day Committees 
MARION BURNS 
GEORGE DANNEBROCK 
MARY HEFFLEY 
LILLIAN BOURGEOIS 
LORRAINE HALLEIl 
LESTER HANNAN 
FRANCES KLINE 
DOROTHY DUFFY 
JACK BLOOM 
MARIAN BAUMGARTEN, Chairman 
CAP AND GOWN 
K EITH LEWIS, Chairman 
GIFT 
EWALD WITZEL, Chairman 
JEAN SPEARS 
COLOR AND FLOWER 
LLOYD MclNTYRE, Chairman 
SAMUEL GOLDFIELD 
SONG AND MOTTO 
MARY KEDDIE, Chairman 
HELEN HOLSTEIN 
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ELEANOR HIRD 
GLEASON Hupp 
HARRIET SEALANDER 
THELMA HECK 
EDWARD INMAN 
JOSEPHINE MAGGIO 
GERALDINE McMAHON 
A. MARIE MURPHY 
ALICE FISHER 
r 
HENDERSON , WARD 
l'ROZELLER, BORST, PETIT, SMITH 
Junior Prom 
at the Consistory December 28, 1931 
MARION BoRST 
FRANCES DYKSTRA 
L ILLIAN WARD 
AUDREY H ENDERSON 
BEATRICE PETIT 
CLARE PROZELLBR 
DOROTHY SMITU 
COMMITTEE 
General Chairma.n 
Orchestra 
'Tic~ets 
Publicity 
Favors 
Finance 
Chaperons 
PATRONS AND PATRONESSES 
DEAN CATHERINE REED 
DR. AND MRS. ROCKWELL 
MR. AND M RS. V AlL 
MRS. NYE 
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M R. AND MRS. DEMoND 
M ISS CHAPMAN 
MISS ENGLEBRECK , ..... ~ 
•• ---- --... 
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CONG RATULATIONS 
[JJ Q/earboo{ is more 
than just a series of printed pages bound into a 
cover, It is the result of hours of anxious thought 
and weeks of patient, persistent effort. Your staff 
has accepted and discharged a real responsibility, 
and we feel sure that you who turn these pages 
andre-Ii ve the events of the year just concluded 
will join us in congratulating them. W e are justly 
ptoud of the confidence placed in our ability to 
produce a book in keeping with the ideals of the 
school which sponsors it. We earnestly hope that 
this feeling of confidence will persist, and that it 
will be our pri vilege to place the facilities of our 
organization at the service of the yearbook staff of 
State Teachers College at Buffalo through 
successive years . 
• LBJ • 
I'1l 
BAKE R- JON E S- H A USA U E R, INc. 
nUILDERS OF DISTINc-rIVE COLLEGE ANNUALS 
45-51 CARROLL STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y. 
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Here's How To Keep Up 
With the World! 
Six Globe-Girdling News Services and Special 
Correspondents in the Earth's Far Corners 
Bring Up-to-the-Minute Foreign News to you 
Daily on the Cable Page of the 
BUFFALO EVENING NEWS 
Westem N.ew Yor~'s Greatest N.ewspaper 
DODDS 
QUALITY MILK I 
• 
The best that Scien::e, 
I 
MoJern Equipment 
and years of experience 
can produ:-e. 
"!i(UALI'TY'TELLS" 
Fillrr.ore 4200 
DODDS ALDERNEY DAIRY 
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EDITH DUNCAN 
Specialists in all lines of Beauty Culture 
NEHLE CII"CUll:-l~-The l'~rf~ct Penn,mC>1( W <It'( 
1012. ELMWOOD AVE., B U I'I'ALO, N. Y. 
~~"----"~ 
Telephone: Lincoln 0874 
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS 
R. C. Roberts 
HARDWARE 
Paints' Oils, Varnish, Cutlery 
410 CONNECTICUT STREET 
Grant 7u8 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
1 I Wm.J.Atwill ! 
DANAHY 
FAXON'S 
PURE FOOD 
MARKETS 
__ I
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION 
Cleveland 2249 
501 Washington Street 
COX SONS (5 VINING 
Mak,ers of Caps, Gowns and Hoods 
for AU Degrees 
CORRECT OUTFITS FOR SALE OR RENTAL 
131-133 EAST 23rd STREET, - NEW YORK 
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Higher Marks 
on examinations by 
using 
SMITH'S REGENT 
REVIEW BOOKS 
W. HAZEL TON SMITH 
Walker Building 
37 FRANKLlN STREET 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 
"Another Arthur Studio Annual" 
~ HE Arthur Studios, Inc., consider 
l.:J it a privilege to have been connected 
with the staff of The Elms in the 
construction of this beautiful volume , 
and thank them for their co'oper, 
ation, which insured the 
success of this work. cfUl,di05 
.firt~ InG 
131WEST42NDSTREET 
NEWYORKC1 T Y 
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P
ETE~N~::r1!R:T~ SON 
ANTHONY M . PAUL 
PRHrD~~T AND r;E~ ~(AliAGfR 
256 DELAWARE AVE. AboLcCh,ppeW(lSt 
STATIONERS and 
ENGRAVERS 
Sorority Dance Programs and Stationery, 
Wedding Invitations and Announce-
ments, Cards and Gifts for All Occa· 
sions, Class Pins, Rings, 
Invitaticn 
Cards 
CAPS and GOWNS FOR RENT 
AND SALE 
BREAKFASTS ~ LUNCHEONS ~ DINNERS 
. .. It has been a privilege and a pleasure to 
cater to the students of State Teachers' College 
.. Your patronage \vill be gready appreciated 
THE WESTBROOK 
Delaware Ave. ;It North Street, Buffalo, N. y , 
Telephoill', T upr.er 9100 
BECKER- PRENTISS 
INCORPORATED 
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 
Distributors of 
Jipco Brand and Warrior Brand 
Food Products 
Our scheol is the only 
one in Bulfalo teaching 
PRACTICAL UP-TO-DATE BUSINESS COURSES 
Stenotypy: .. the modern, speedy, reliable machine way of taking dictation. Come in for a demonstration. 
Ask about our Special Summer Courses for College Student9. SUMMER TERM, July 5; PAI.L TERM, September 6 
HURST BUILDING. HURON AND FRANKLIN STREETS, BUfFALO. N. Y. 
BUFFALO'S GREATEST ENTERTAINMENT 
always in 
SHEA THEATRES 
Famous Along The Niagara Frontier for 50 years! 
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Intensive I 
SUMMER COURSE I 
for College Graduates 
In:: rease your efficiency ~nd 
your opportunities by acquiring 
shorthand and typewriting. 
For ful! dewiis address UlU ISI! ]. SLO .... N, Secreta.ry 
705 Main Street Washington 7239 
Jeffrey-Pell CO. 
PHYSICIANS, HOSPITAL AND 
NURSES' SUPPLIES 
1700 Main Street 318 Pearl Street 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Compliments of 
CONTINENTAL WONDER 
BAKERIES CO. 
Bakers of Sio-Ba ked Wonder Bread, Sliced a.nd 
Uns/ iced, a)1(i Hostess Cakes 
J 13 FO UGE RON STREET 
There tS a recognized BEST 
in every line 
The officially adopted and now standard graduate ring, pin, 
and key bring to another outstanding American Campus 
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT BUFFALO 
an individual Josten Creation and a lasting memorial to 
Class of 1932. 
J o S T E N , S 
'Treasure,Craft Jew e lers 
the 
7 2 0 U N ION TRUST BUILDING, CLEVELA.ND , OHIO 
INDIVIDUALITY ,<UALITY SERVICE 
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Your Copy of Our 
New 1932 Catalog 
Is Ready 
Just write and tell our Registrar 
where to send it. 
T HE catalog fully describes our ed· ucational service iI)c1uding the short 
Standard Courses of high school grade 
and also the Executive Training Courses 
which constitute a much more advanced 
type of 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
111
1' w;J/ P"Y 'jOn " oon.,,,,, ,h", high" III 
courses be'c(l.u~e busil1e'ss i~ cotltinually 
a~king for better educa~d help. 
IT PAY S T O A T TEND A GOOD SC HOOL 
Bryant &1 Stratton 
102.8 MAIN STREET BUffALO, N. Y. 
HOTEL LEN 
NORTH STRP.P.T NI!AR Dl! l A W ARE A V I! . , UU !' PALO, N. Y . 
Clare.nce A. M ine.r, Presi:J.:nt 
A private dining room 00 the top floor of Hotel Lenox 
will make your club. wrority or class dmoer more 
inviting. Excellent ~ervice and unusually good food. 
C HA5. W OOL£Y, PTe,~ . 
6} Alber t Ave. 
fl). WOOl~Y. SuPt, 
WOOLEY BUS LINES 
INC. 
Buses for Hire A nywhere, Anytirne 
Call us for Rates 
Riverside 1379-Delaware 275l - Delaware 7047 
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WE will 
sul::miL menus 
and pTic~s ~·l)O11 
request. Call 
T t;PPER 1700 or 
wriu . 
--:l Cleveland 7l-~ 
THE ARTCRAFT COMPANY 
Printing , , Engraving' ''fhermograving 
If(' .. . SPECIALIZING IN SCHOOL 
'U,. AND SOCIAL REQUIREMeNTS 
694 W ASlII NGTON S 'fR81!T. I1UPPALO, NI:W YORK 
I 
Fro--joy QUALITY 
is constant ... always the same 
always good 
Fro-joy Ice Cream is the most wholesome, delicious 
and invigorating f003 you can serve your guests 
or your family. Place it on your daily menu. 
Fro-joY-ICE CREAM CHOCK-FULL OF "YOUTH UNITS"! 
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